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ABSTytACT

Aims and Theoretical Context

The aim of the study was to investigate'
4.r \ ( .

:of/.adaptiv unctioning in the dream: State: Dreams
.

7 ., e v

been reported, in the literature as fur4tioning inclb,an
/

adaptive (Adler'), compensatory (Jung),/complementary

(Fuud), or hybrid (Piaget),,inanner.
.

the evidence

have

The obje ve of the research was to measure
A ,

/\. e

psychological. needs.during waking and dreaming states.'

Methods

r A classical ex.perimentalresearch. design was 'employed

testing three null hypotheses.

1.. There are no isig ficant correlations 'between the
subjects' wakingrpsychol gical profile ,and the subjects'
odream psychological profi on 15 need scales as generated
from the Adje tiVe Check L'st.

4),

2. There are no signifiCant correlaticns between' the
psychological profile asgenerated by significant othe's
and the subjects' dreaming ,psychological prcifile on
need scales created from the Adjective Check ,List.

4 :2

,3. There are nb significant correlations between the
subjects' Vwaking :psychological' profiler and '-the
.psychological profile as -generated by the significalit%
other on15 need scales -as. cyat d ifrom the Adjective'.
Check List. )

A total of thirty subjects (21 males, 9 feniales) from

St. George's University School of Medicine volunteered to

. 5-

participate in the experiment and agreed Ito meet on

weekly basis for' a period of ,three months.' Non "U.S..

citizens end/or subjects witha history of psychological
' I.

Al
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problems were nat'included in the study. ..z
, k

,

The Adjective Check List wa's used as
- ..

the test

instrument in the study. A waking psychological profile

and-a dreaming psychological profile' were generated using

the Adjective Check List fdr each subject. The 15 need

4 .. .-.

scales were used'from,the Adjective Cheok.List to gene'rre

'data f0r. the study.
A

PrelimimAary training instructions included methods

and techniques for TecOldinT responges on .the 'Adjective
r

.1 ,

Cl/pck,,1 . List, A drum' recall enhanceMent , manual,. 'and

methods for .recording-dreaMs.

Results and Discussion

No significant correlations were found between the

subjects' self waking psychological profile and the

subjects' dreaming profiles on 15' adjective need scales.

Nor were , signi.ficant correlations found between the

profiles generated by the subjects' significant. others.

profiles and the subjects" dreaming profiles on--l5 nerd

scales, created from the Adjective Check. -List: No
se

agreement. between waking and dreaming psychological

profjiles1 was found.
0 C.

There were however, significant correlations 'found
ti

between the subjects' self psychological profiles and the
A

subjects' significant other ,profiles. 'Waking reality
'

psychological profiles were found generally to. be in

agreement on need scale variables.
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PRgFACE

ir

r/This document will be submitted to the Educational

Resources Information Center (ERIC). The decision to

submit the. Project Demonstrativg Exce lence to ERIC is an

outgrowth pf the seminar in Re earc /Methodology presented

by Dr. Michael Patton and spOnsol)d by the Union for

Experimenting Colleges andfIniversities. The utility%and

accessof information is an integralpart of the process

of research and development: If the results of any work

are not accessible to individuals who can use and benefit

from them, then the research has been, fpr all pivctical

purposes, in vain.

Through my own literature search in the area of

dreams, I discovered that less than 25% of all published

dissertations on dreams in Dissertation Abstracts

International ()11I) are available through cuirent library

access techniquos. Through standard Interlibrary" Loan

procedures I found that most universities do not loan
a

their copies of dissertations and few if any universities

can afford to purchase copiem (IC all dissertations from

Uiversity or South'Vlorida for example, the regional
o

library conter for the nonthenst in the area of

plychology, did not hive ono dinnerf:ation in the %Iren ot

dreams in their collection. If( a university did have a

copy of the diss;rtation that I was interested in, and

ix i 0



they were willing to loan it, a wait of two weeks was not

unusual. If another individual was using that

dissertation, the total time before I could access that
w

information was usually over a month.

The. only alternative is to purchase the dissertation

from DPtI (which is owned by Xerox) at a price of $30.00

plus postage per dissertation or $17.50 on fiche for a
tr-

doaument of to 100 pages. The average wait is two weeks

via priority mail and a month otherwise. By comparison,

the cost of an ERIC Document in microfiche is $.91 per

titre (up to five fiche cards - 72 pages) and $.19 for

each additional fiche. Paper copy costs $2.00 for one

through 25 pagPs.and $1.65 for each additional 25 Pages.

This iuo.equbialent to $5.30 for 72 pages. Documents in

the ERIC .system are distributed to over 700 institutions

across the United States and the world. Through ERIC'S

computerized system Orbit, any information within tho ERIC

nytiiI.om can be delfvoc'ed to the individual within 72 hours.

Tho utility of,my mtudy can boat ifo nerved through'

the presentation and delivery of .document that can be

used by the greatest number of people possible. It in for

thes0- r0A0OrIM have chosen to 'submit my PDE ror

publIcntIon In ERIC.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This research is designed. to explore the

psychological profiles of medical students during their

waking and dreaming states. Specifically, this

investigation is performed to explore the adaptive

functioning bf dreams, using 15 need scales from the

Adjective Chock Lint (Gough & Hoilbrun, 1980b). Thin

research in itaelf is but -one isolated study. The

importance of resoarch,is its ability to lend and build

support to the literature an a whole. It in the growing

wealth of data that reconfirms or .offorn contradictory

ovidonce to a concept or theory. it is through

contribution/4 to the' data bane in 'tw field of dreams that

'thin study will eventually have a ouhntnotin1 impact; on

the general public'n awarenenn of dremmn and thoir.

tolationnhip'to waking

Vew .ntudien by themselves il ter the courrA0 and,

direction of a particular field of *cit.:Ince. Ttiin too, has

been the case in the ricIld or dreams. yrtio, with the

publication of The Interpretation of Dreams in 1900,

removed the dream from a primarily religious context of

evil, min and nntnnio intfuenee to a4 more relevant

scientific orientation. According to Jung, the concept

1 ")



that dreams provide 010ance andi prophetic /inSight left

, .

'its place of proMinence in history and fell into disrepdle:

Simirarly we see in early .Christianity how
.the bishops zealoubly strove-to stamp out the
activity of the individual unconscious among

'the monks. The' archbishop Athanaslus of
Alexandria in his biography of .St. Anthony
gives us particplarly valuable insights in

-this respect.. By way of instruction to his
monks, he describes the apparitions and
visions, the perils of the soul, which befall
those-that pray and fast in solitude. He,'

warns, them how cleverly the devil disguises
himself in order to kbring saintly men to
their downfall (Jung, 1971).

,

In 'recent history .through :the' efforts of Freud,

dreams were conceived as being 'connected to the

individual's personality rather than directed by external

forces. Regardless of the specifics of Freud's theory, a

quantum leap was achieved in the areas ofdreams and.

psychology.

The identification of physiological correlates to.

dream activity was the next major breakthrough in dream

research. Aserinsky and Kleitman (1953) discovered that

approximately every 90 minutes rapid eye movements ,(REM)

occured during sleep. When awakened during REM,

individuals usually reported that they had been dreaming.'

Thus, another major step quickened the overall

understanding of dreams. The positive correlation between

physiological measurements (REM, EEG, EOG) and the

occurence of dreams provided a validity for ,a previously

non-observable occurence. Of course, these discoveries

were built ,upon the work of others. Such preliminary

13



studies Providod the, information and -techniqtls .necessary°

for the eventual breakthroughs to occur.

As the wealth of data in thg field of dreams

radiCally increasqd since the 1950's, the amount of time

passing between discoveries' has diminished

(Snyder, 1967). Tie latest discovery that may alter the

perception of d eams and their importance occured at
1

,

Stanford University by Dr. Stephen LaBerge , in' .1981.

I

. a

LaBerge investigated the long'standing-assumption in, dream

research that there exists an inviolable .divigion between
t

conscious. and Unconscious processes. This protective

barrier was thought to maintaii separation. between

and dreaming states. The concept of bringing the

waking

waking

reality consciousness into an unconscious process had not
1

previoudly been considered possible. Undocumented reports

of individuals becoming "lucid'or consciously aware that

they were dreaming during the dream state' were considered

the results of mini-awakenings from REM (Foulkes,, 1974).

LaBerge subsequently showed that it was indeed- possible to

bring the waking awareness into the dream state, thus

altering the conceptual frameworks oe

conscious/unconscious and waking/dreaming states.

It now appears possible for a lucid dreamer to

conduct experiments in the dream state and to consciously /

report the results either through physiological Means,

curing the dream state or an oral report after awakening.
-

Thus, each study helps contribute to the total

understanding of the function and structure of dreams:
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These Stu ies as a.whole qreate a .Jcpnstruct that' results

in the ,further understanding of self.,

T scope of this experimerit addresses the adaptive

fun ioning of dreams. While the purpose of this study is

/
not to promote utilization or awareness of the benefits of

reams, it is hoped that through implication, dreams will

be seen as a vehicle for movement toward self-direction

and understanding. Providing a view of dreams ihat
. ,

indicates the' relationship between waking and +ming,

realities may allow individuals to contact unexplor6d

areas of their lives. Feelings that have been overlooked

or unre6Olved during' waking reality show.themselOes in the

dream state, where they can then be re-experienced and
0

resolved (Williams, 1978). Dreamers may also *.find that

certain situations can be dealt with more effectively

during the dreaM state (Levayi 1979). Detailed studies

Will be cited in Chapter .II, RevieW of the Literature,

concerning dreams and adaptive functioning.

Having clarified the scope and implications of this

research, it is helpful to turn backwards in order to
i

examine the historical foundations from which our currekt

views of dreams emanate. In psychology, the orientation

toward the use of dreams had been that of applying static

techniqUes) of interpretation to a dynamic .system. The

emphasis was upon the dissection of a living 'process (the

dreaM) to find meaning r significance. To

this the dream was presented for analysis in

accomplish

a segmented,

sequential form. The components of the dream were then
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treated as if they existed An isolation from . waking
..-

- ,

reality. Ap analogy-;1Ihis echnique. would be to take a

random paragraph-froma given book, break it down into

individual, words,'identify the letters that compose the

words, and then determihe the meaning of the book based

1pon the analysis of the letters. To further complicate

the situation, the letters are then rearranged .to fit a

theory that 'supposedly governs the relationship between

the different letters.

For years this had been the preferred method used in

interpreting dreams. The Message to the general public

was clear. The average individual was thought unable. to

und nd or evaluate the complexities of the dream. The

relationship between the dregm state and waking reality

was one of deception, disguise, and a' dangerous area to

tamper with._ The dream for all practical 'purposes was

considered a separate and isolated phenomenon that was

off - limits except for the highly trained pSychologist or

psychiatrist.

Dreams have been a neglected part of our experience.

Even thqugh they point out conflitt within our lives

(Mahoney, 1966) and provide methods for creative

expression (Garfield, 19'74) and problem-solving (Baylis,

1977b; French & Fromm, 1964; Jones, 1970), dreams were

delegated to the area of either psychopathology or

parapsychology (Evidence suppOrting these adaptive

functions of "dreams is indicated later in Chapter II,

Review of the Literature). Serious work with dreams was

16
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reserved for.the mentally distUrbed or thosq involvdd in .

psychoanAysA:;. , It was generally accepted that ,1 for

indiviiaGars to, properly .work with thei, dreams, ari.expert,

with years of. training was necessary to. correctly decode

and analyze, the hidden meaning ')within the dream report

(Ullman .& Zimmerman, 1979).

Rather than focusing on the continuity that exist(d

between ,waking and dreaming states, early researchers

hypcIthesized that dreams were merely compensatory in

nature. , This conceptual framework and not the dream

itself, appears to have, been responsible for many of the

current attitudes and beliefs.regarding dreamb

C. G. Jung in Memories, Dreams, Reflections (1961)

describes this compensatory process:

I once had srlia .patient, .a highly intelligent
woman, who for various reasons aroused my
doubts. At first the analysis 'went very
well, but after a while I began to feel that
I was no longer getting at the correct
interpretation of her dreams, and I thought I

also noticed an increasing shallowness -in our
dialogue. I therefore decided to talk with
my patient about this, since it had of course
not escaped her_ that something was going
wrong. .The'night before I was to speak with
her, I had the following 'dream.

I was walking down a highway through a
valley in late-afternoon sunlight. To my
right was a steep hill.. At its top stood a
castle, and on thp highest tower there was a
woman sitting on a .kind of balustrade. In
order to see her properly, I had to bend my
head far back. I awoke` with a crick in the
back of my neck. Even in the dream I had
recogniied the woman As my-patient.

The interpretation was immediately
apparent to me. If in. the dream I had to.,

,look up at the patient in this fashion,
reality I had probably-been looking down on
her. Dreams are,_ after all, compensations
for the conscious attitude.

'17
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.This CharaCtettstic:perCeptiOn Isserted':that dreams
,

presented material in a coded., disguised'form-

Freud (1956) believed that dreams were basically an

attempt to.fulfill instinctual wishes. Wishes originated

in repressed and unacceptable material from the waking

conscious. During sleep censorship was less vigilant and

these wishes were able.to be expressed. Thereby tension

was released that had built up in the psychic system

during the day.

To minimize the -psychological damage from these

censored thoughts, the dream was disguised and the meaning

then hidden from the individual. Dreams allowed for the

reviewing of forbidden impulses. These impulses were

repressed during the day and given full rein when released
4.1

from the inhibitions of waking reality.

Thus, Freud believed that the relationship between

waking and dreaming states was complementary. Dreams

provided a mechanism for gratification of desires and

impulses repressed or suppressed during waking reality.

The dream allowed for fulfillment of --these wishes and

served sleep by providing a gophisticated censoring

mechanism that cushioned potential psychological trauma.

Though this concept of dreams was limited in scope

and correctness in light of current neurological studies

(Breger, 1967), it was the first attempt at qualifying a

process of which the inner mechanisms were unknown.

Freud's neurobiologically based dream theory was congruent

18



with ;the current understanding fr.TheueolOgx, around ,1895.
,

His extensiv4- background fro m..his medical studies, his
- .

,
. .

.

residency in deurology and 'work as a researcher at the

Physiological Institute of thee UniversIty of Vienna was

,instrumental in his development of the psychoanalytic,

model of the mind (McCarley & Hobson, 1977).

The perception that neurons stored which later/'

pressed for discharge or that there existed postsynaptidV

attraction of energy is not congruent with what is known

in neurobiology today. Neurons do'notIbuild up energy .nor,'

does the brain opeiate on reflex action as asserted by

Freud. If contemporary physiological concepts had been

available .to Freud in the late 1800s, the isomorphic,

psychological models that were responsible for his

psychoanllytic theory would have been drastically

different than what is known today.

Current neurological evidence suggests that dreams

may be involved in the synchronization of eye movements in

infants, (Roffwarg, Muzio & Dement,. 1966) the modification

of protein structures in the brain, (Rossi, 1973) and

memory consolidation (Fishbein, 1981).

Freud's royal road to the subconscious opened avenues

of exploration that had betich closed in the past. It also

..designated the use of dreams to the, domain of

'psychopathology.

When dreams were accepted as a valid tool, they were

usually viewed in the negative context of mental illness.

With adults, dreams were analyzed in a cognitive manner to



1./ '/ 1/,' . * 9

determkne meaning and;sigrit.fi/c,,'. The
4
dreams , wore

,

. r
,

then

used in a pathologidal,conte04to "correct" the abnormal

condition of the patient.
rt ' .,

,.

Other than aq,ed in psychotherapy/, dreams

freiluently. have 'Tiered uniMportant. Individuals

have been /tau yard their dreams as unreal,

i
meaningless the result oOtating too much, rich

/ 1

for/the difficulty many adults have
',

Lk', their dreams. With the cultural bias

,
.

agaln ;0' :a d-jpeing taught e an early age to
..,,/.

,,

t.
,dipcoun dreams as foreign and frightening, the

tiossilb ,tY of applying and understanding the wealth of

imtbr' i.on contained in the dream state is negated. An

avenge or creative expression may be effectivel.y dammed
/ .

)

-:-e
,betause of attitudes passed on from generation to

generation. i

Anthropological evidence supports this concept

(Stewart, 1972). The Senoi were a group that actively

,encouraged the recall of their own= and their children's

,dreams. Their
r

c
u
lture was located in the jungles of

Malaysia. They perceived dreams as a continuation of

waking reality. Experiences of the dream were

incorporated into their daily life thkough the examination

of dreams on a day to day basis and through the acting out

of those dreqms. Dreams that contained aggresive or

hostile acts towards other members of the group were dealt

with as if they had actually, occured. The offending

.20
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t

dreamer was required t give gifts to m ke Itp for nny.

%
. .

Ogronoive acts portrayed in the dream.. S Owart: .bolieved,

that the lack of mental illness na-the total absence

warfare in this Culture' was the ,result of their' active

exploration, of dreams. Potentia,U > difficulties find
A

conflicts that may have teen actualiz.ed itp waking reality

were resolved through bringing the dream content into

daily life.

Dreams can explore unresolved(' feelings and offer a

means of clarification and resolution (Rossi, 1972).

According to Sabini (1972), dreattls do not, however, need

to be analyzed by a professional for individuals td

understiand and benefit from. Dreams provide an avenue for

people to deal with and to assimilate portions of

themselves that are still in the process of being defined

and clarified. With all of the potential benefits of

dreams, people still have not been encouraged to explore

their dreams on a day to day basis.

What has been lacking is the belief that there are

any significant connections between the waking and dream

states. This research will investigate the nature of the

relationship between waking and dreaming states:

The contents of this Project Demonstrating Excellence

are ordered as follows: Chapter II surveys the literature

on adaptive functioning and includes theoretical and

expetental approaches. The hypothesis',

limitations/assumptions of the study, and the research

instrument are found in the Chapter III. Chapter IV is
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VII. Bibliography and Appendices follow Chavter VII.
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CHAPTCa II 4

ItEvtew OF THE IATEHATOnE= I

The following chapter hart two important Junctions,

The tlrnt is to explore current pmychological thooriea

that view dreams Ag adoptive. willwill provide a has

framework which explor4 n the nimilaritien between dreaming

and waking ntaten. The second function in to prenent

findings of research concerning this view.

The .adaptive approach views dreams as a mental

activity that is continuous with the waking state. Though

there are differences between day and night thoughts,

dreams are a symbolic, allegorical reflection of the

individual's life. The dream is a mechanism to explore

possible solutions to problems that are pr&sent during

waking reality. The adaptive function of dreaming asserts

that there-.exists a functional and structural continuity

between sleeping and waking states.

Researchers that concur with this view of continuity

between sleeping\ and waking activities include Adler,

Breger, Piaget, Ullman, Hall, French and Fromm.

Jung (1961) differing sigtificantly with Adler on

the meaning and methods for interpreting dreams, asserted

that dreams functioned in a compensatory manner. The

compensatory view asserts that dreaming functions as a

23
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tor matntatng thd paychd In dgullthrtom. TI)it 41-#4th Pruitt

thin perspective produeed 4h Altdr4tiOn or althiustment

the individuattl.)y provilin

to

inverse reterenta potnts tor

comparison in the dream state, ACCOrd1hq 10 duog,

very 'process that q004 t)41 fit' immediately
And inevitably calla tortp compensations, and
vithout these there would neither 3 normal
.metaboliam nor 4 nortfial psyche. In this
bents we 040 take the theory of compensation
d4 4 h441C taw'ot payohio ,bohavior. (1974)

Originally Adler int_roduer,sl the concept or

compennat ion in psychopathology in reference to balanc ng

feelings of infczriority. Tprough this supplemental

process the psychological ayntem used the' inft,rior

feelings ot the individual for the development of hidden

potentials and the expression of greater achievements.

Jung, unlike Adler, assigned the activity of compensa,tion

to the unconscious which, he believed, WAS the

one-sidedness of the wakingr, personality. Thin

one-sidedness of waking reality wasthought by Jung to be

a function of consciousness:

Contents that artf excluded and inhibited by
the chosen erection sink into the
unconscious, where they form a counter-weight
to the conscious orientation. The
strengthening of this counterposition keeps

- pace with the increase of conscious
.,one-sidedness until finally a noticeable
tension is produced. This tension inhibits
the activity of consciousness to a certain
extent, and though at first the inhibition
can be broken dawn by increased conscious
effort, in the end tension becomes so acute
that the repressed unconscious contents break
through in the form of dreams and spontaneous

2 .4
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pro.:!esdea of these two otates were coneider 4 ly rte0d to

he discontinuou4 4nd entirely 4eparate ayatemo.

The concept of adaptive function of ireaming 03n tc

sees In the light of four major ideal;

1, tlreatna Are aignificant, non-random events

2. Dreams are- a cOntinn3tiOn or the waking thought
process

3. Dreams are a problem solving process that
relates to waking letiVitin
tir3M3 are, a process of rehearsal for waking
activity 1

DREAMS AS SIGNIFICANT, NON-RANDOM EVENTS

While there in disagreement art to whether dreams ar

alaptive' or compensatory, both of these views support the

concept that dreams are meaningful, non-random events.

Basic studies concerning the physiology of sleep have

been performed to determine the various functions of

dreams. Early research was performed by Eugene Aserinsky,

under the direction of Dr. Kleitman, on sleep patterns

through the entire period of sleep. While a graduate

student at the University of Chicago, lugene Aserinsky.

studied .the sleep rhythms of infants. Aserinsky ,obseryed

that there was a regular pattern between quiet sleep and

bodyloCularrctivity. Electrodes were attached close to

the infants' eyes to record the rapid eye movemdht (REM).

Electrodes were also attached to the skull measure the
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tec. dinga indicating light dleeP (01.104 moAt riegtmehtly
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To deteYmihe more preciaely the relationaliy between

1MM and trio occurrence of dreaming, a follow-up study W34

performed by Aaorinaky and Kleitman io Ten adult

%
Wdrii awakened during ktm and hotttm anon-raplit 0y0

tr,,,,v0mentl perioda. A total of 4wake,ninqo du k Km

wove performed. Sill lecta repo:ted dreaming in 2 tho

awakeninga during itE.M. The non-reporting aubject hel

failed t6 rec4,11 their dreamy or had. the feeling thAt they
.

hadldreamed but could not remember the content .ot their
L

lireams. Twenty-three awakenings during NUM 're nolted in

19 failures at recalling ortny detail d dreams'. Aserinsky

and .Kleitman conclude:

That these eye movement, EKG pattern and
autonomic nervous nyntm activities are'

significantly related and do 'not occur
randomly suggests that these physiological
phenomena and probably dreaming, are very
likely all manifestations of a particular.
level of cortical activity which is
encountered normally during sleep. An eye
movement period first appears about 3 hours
after going to sleep, reoccurs 2 hours later
and then emerges at somewhat close intervals
a third or fourth time shortly prior to
awakening. This method furnishes, the means
of determining the incidence and duration of
periods of dreaming '(1953).

Thus; for the first time a well defined, cyclic

relationship between dreams and neurophysiological

(



responseS had been observed and documented..

Three measurements

18

are used in recOrding and

measuring stages of sleep. The electroencephalogram (EEG)

records' brain wave . activity, the' electro-oculogram (EOG)

measures eye movement and the el,ectromyogram (EMG) '-cis used

to assess muscle activity,, from the chin.
.

of theSe three instruments, five stages of s eep have been

---r-defined.---Dr-.----Fiss---(-1-9.7-94--- hasoutlinedthe-- principal
.

Thr ugh ,the.4 use

characteristics of EEG, EOG and RIG for these stages of

sleep:

Stage W: Refers to droilsy' waking state,
just prior to sleep onset. EEG is

characterized, by "alpha" waves, which are,
Kegular in form, have a frequency of 8-12
cycles per second (cpi) and a fairly low
amplitudeoor voltage, EMG and REMs are both.
prdsent.

Stage 1: Also called sleep onset stage. EEG
is more irregular, has a somewhat 'lower
frequency (4-4, cps) but amplitude remains
low,. at 50 pv. EMG is present and so are eye 7
movements, but these are slow eye movements
and rolling:

o

Stage 2: Most characteristic of this stage
are the "spindles. brief bursts of .fast
(12-14 cps). low voltage waves and
"K-complexes," which 'are sharply rising and
falling high amplitude waves. The. spindles

. and K's are interspe.samidst an irregular,
low frequency , cps) low amplitude
pattern. -EMG is present, but eye movements

*
are absent.

Stage 3:, Contains a moderate amount (20-50%)
of very low.frequency (1-2 cps) high voltage
(75 pv) waves called "delta.." 'Spindles- and
K-complexes continue to appear occasionally.
EMG is present, but there are no eye
'movements.

Stage 4: Record a is dominated by (contains
more than 50%) slow, high, ardilii6ude delta
waves. EMG is present, but eye movements are

27
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not.
.

Stage REM: 'Characterized Stage 1 EEG,
bursts of rapid conjugate .eye movements
(REMs) and EMG suppression.

A complete cycle starts with Stage 1 and proceedi.

through. Stages 2, 3,' 4 and finally, to REM and takes

approximately 90 minutes. This occurs on the average o

five times a night. REM is responsible for 25% aid NREM

75% of the total s eep period. The first REM period lasts

between 1 and 10 inutes. As the cycle progresses, less

time is spent in Stages 3 and 4 with a resulting increase

in REM time. The last REM period of tht night may last' 40

minutes on more.

On a psychophysiological level, Ernest "Rossi ( 973)

hypothesized that while'dreaming, the individual is in the

process of integrating experiences from the, day. This, is

accomplished through the .synthesis or modification of
r.

protein structures in the brain. Behavior patterns are

encoded within the brain creating organic constructs from

which to evaluate and make decisions in waking reality. A

map of external reality is approximated within the

'Ventral nervous system through dreaming.
;)

Drs. Rossi, Roffwarg, Muzio and Dement (1966) arrived

at a similar conclusion. Evaluating eye movements in REM

sleep, Roffwarg worked with newborn infants who 'were

observed spending over 80% of their total sleep time in

REM sleep. Roffwarg showed that REM in infants occurs

before the develoopment of the'visual ability to follow any,

external movem4gt. His conclusions indicated that

28
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dreaming was practice whch facilitated the emergence of

psychological and physiological structures. For the

infant, the ability to synchronize eye movement seemed to

be well-organized before the occipital, lobes developed

increased conductivity. Thi'S increased conductivity is

necessary fo, the transmission of nerve impulses if visual

objects are be experienced. Roffwarg attributed this

synchroniz to dream functioning.

As reported by Fishbein (1981), recent studies by

Drucker-Colin, Spanis, Cotman McGaugh indicate that not

only is the central nervous system active during sleep,

but it is also involved in the synthesis of macromolecules

during REM. In their experimental animal studies, a steel

tube sheath was implanted through the skulls of cats, to a

length of 5 to 7 millimeters above the Midbrain Recticular

Formation (MRF). The cats. were also implanted with

electrodes for the recording of EEG and EOG. Through the

steel tube, a self contained device was inserted to study

the biochemical reactions occurring in the MRF. The

device was connected to' an external machine which took

fluid samples and measured the flow rates from the MRF.

The cats were monitored or a 21 hour period with
.

samplt taken every hour. EEG recordings were divided

into hourly segments consisting of the amount of time

spent ajake, time in slow wave sleep and time spent in

REM. They found ithat ,the level 'of proteins in the samples

taken were cyclib and the latgest proportion of proteins

assayed, Corresponded to those occurrences when REM was

29
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most frequent. This research suggests that dreams may be

t
involved in the process of -memory consolidation and that

REM is a meaningful rather than a random occurrence.

A study was performed by Fiss', Ellman, & Klein (1969)
14

to examine the nature of dreams. The experiment created

three conditions for recording subject .responses (12

normal adults) to the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT).

The first complete battery of the TAT was recorded at the

,

onset of REM. The second TAT was recorded in the middle

of REM and the third TAT at the completion (75%) of REM.

The objective was to measure the effects of REM

prevention, REM interruption and REM completion upon TAT

reports. The results of the study indicated that the

subjects continued a dreamlike report into the waking

state using the TAT. It also

was 'strongest during REM

contained greater feelings

showed that this tendency

interruption. These TAT

of hostility, anger and

frustration than those obtained from REM prevention and

REM completion TATs. They also found that REM interrupted

dreams were recalled significantly, better than REM

completion dreams.

The conclusions of this, experiment indicated it is

more disruptive to prevent an individual from completing' a

dream than not allowin4 the individual, to' dream at all.

The need to complete a dream is more significant than the

amount of time spent dreaming. This suggests' that

dreaming is an organized meaningful function rather than
,

a random, incidental process.
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Ullman (1962): also supports the concept of adaptive

functioning in dreams. He defined dreams as "metaphors in

. motion" that contribute to environmental mastery.. They

are symbolic expressions that bring together the emotional

and perceptual responses of current problems with existing

psychological structures. The function of the dream is to

maintain a- state of vigilance which is important for

successful ad-aiSta-tfonEbt-h-edrViroirritelTt--.7--(Y1-1manbelievea___...

that this constant state of preparation is in terms of

responding to social or psychological dangers rather than

physical attack. Information that is not accesaible

during waking reality is brought, to the forefront during

the dream. The dream is essential in the reorganizing of

waking emotional, perceptualsand attitudinal concepts.

Fiss and Litchman (1976) showed that 'dreams can be

therapeutically beneficial and help prepare the individual

for dealing with social situations. In their research

symptom dist'ess, anxiety, depression and insightfulness

expressed during psychotherapy sessions and' clinical

interviews were measured. The subjects of their study

were taught to focus their waking attention on their dream

life through five techniques:

1. Viewing the dream in a positive manner
2. Incubation methods cusing on current problems
'and possible solutions

3.. Use of dream laboratory r ording to'enhance
dream recall

4. Playback of laboratory dreams the following day
to maximize dream recall

,5. Having the'subjects reflect on the meaning of
their dreams and on possible applications of the
dream material to solve personal problems

31
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This, five step 'approach allowed for a total immersion

of subjects into their dreams to determine what ben4icia1

results could be obtained. The results indicated that

dream enhancement was significantly associated with

increased self-awareness and decreased psychopathology..

Solutions to personal problems were facilitated through

the use of dreams.

The literature from neurophysiological,

psychophysiological.anci psychOlOgical levels of

confirms that dreams are non-random evente.

well defined cyclic patterns in sleep have been

and explored. In fact, when individuals are

experience

Definite,

identified

deprived of

the REM stage of sleep, a rebound effect occurs where

increase in REM

(Dement 1960).

time is

an

observed on subsequent nights

2. pREAMS AS A CONTINUATION OF THE WAKING THOUGHT PROCESS

French and Fromm's psychological theory of dreams was/

based on the concept of problem resolution within the

context of social interattion. They believed that the

dream served as a method for determining alternative

solutions to current personal conflicts in

manner.

I their dream theory, ideas that were examined

adaptive

in the

dream were not divorced from 'waking reality thinking.

Waking cognitive structures are seen as the; foOndation fdr

events and situations experienced in the dream. The dream

is a form of non-verbal thinking. The dream resolves

problems through taking essential, emotional feeling tones
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f a current dilemma and creating probable realities

consisting of similar , problems and solutions. These

scenarios are based on past experiences and are focused on

current problems in the waking present. The current

conflict, through association, can be connected and

related to past experiences in a successful dream

experience.

The current difficulty (focal conflict) is placed

within the context of the past which is the -cumulative

experience based on dealing with similar challenges. The

psychological methods employed in the past for resolving

these types of situations, and events (cognitive

structures) Is the foundation upon which the. interplay of

the dream drama ,takes place. Thus as stated in Dream

Interpretation:

The cognitive structure of a dream is a
constellation of related problems. In this
constellation there is usuplly one problem on
which deeper problems conlierge and from which
more superficial problems radiate. This was
the dreamer's focal problem at the moment of
dreaming. Every focal conflict is a reaction
to some event or emotional situation of. the
preceeding day (French and Fromm, 1964).

The first phase that the ,dream enters is an

hallucinatory attempt to deny 'that a focal conflict

exists. However, as the dream. progresses, there is a

continued attempt to resolve the 4ocal conflict. This is

accomplished through successive approximations that point

to a solution that could be realistically applied during

33
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waking reality.' Rather than a continuation of denial and

repression, the dream acts in an adaptive manner with

denial and repression being the first stage and

adaptation, the last stage of the dream cycle continuum.

The natural. progression is towards the understnding and

resolution of the current waking conflict. This is the

eventual goal of the dream.

A number of studies have shown that dreams are a

continuation of the waking thopght process.

Cartwright (1966) compared dream and drug-induced
4

fantasy behavior. Dreams were collected through REM-EGG

sleep interruption and drug-induced fantasy content was

collected during a waking-. 4-hOur period. Subjects were

injected with 3.5 milligrams of Ditran (piperidyl

benzilate) and then instructed .to- give a running verbal

account of their, waking hallucinatory experience.

Cartwright found that drug-induced fantasies and dreams

were related... Blind matching of the dream. content and

hallucinatory Content by a clinical psychologist was

correctly made at a high -level of significance. This
a

implied that dreams can become dissociated from REM under.

REM interruption conditions. This would indicate that the

difference in content and structure of dreams and waking

fantasies is minimal. It also implies that dream like

structures underlie other non-dream mental. activities.

A study.was performed by Fiss, Klein and Bokert.

(1966) in which subjects 'were awakened during REM and

NREM. They were, asked to relate a TAT story when
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awakened. They found that REM dreams and 'corresponding

TAT stories were longer, contained more ideas, and were

more Similar than NREM correlates. It was concluded that

when a REM dream is terminated, .a 4raking fantasy (TAT

story) will take on similar characteristics as the. aborted

dream. Their findings suggest that dreams and waking

fantasies may serve a similar function.

Lastly, an experiment by Dr. Stephen LaBerge, (1980)

explored the nature of lucidity and possible applications

of this phenomenon. LaBerge derived a teaching strategy

for the induction, of lucidity! In a dream laboratory

setting, the subjects were connected to EEG, EOG and EMG

apparatus. The objective

possibility of awareness

within the framework of the

was to

of conscious

dream state.

substantiate the

waking thought

Dream research

in the past had assumed that reported lucidity was the

result of mini-awakenings fplim REM. .

When subjects were withip the dream state, they were

to signal to the experimenters that they wer9 conscious

that they were dreaming and able to effect changes within

the dream scenar4o. This was to be accomplished through

squeezing their dream hand and arm muscles in Morse Code

corresponding to their initials.

With equipment recording the physiological responses

of the subjects, these signals were made from the dream

state. Instantaneously, recordings of EMG altered

reproducing the coded S.O.S. initials that the subjects

were signaling using their dream dream hand and arm

( 35
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munclea from the dream 'etate. The KEG, EOG and EMG

recordings for the time period when the signals were given 44

indicated that they were 'physiologically within the dream -

state.

The results of this experiment proved conclusively

that lucidity was not the result of mini-awakeninge but

rather that it wat possible to bring conscious awareness

into the dream state.

The idnplications of this research support the concept

that dreams are a continuation of the waking thought

process. The dream state Nh exist simultaneously with

cognitive structures of waking reality. The dream can

maintain its structural identity with the inclusion of

waking reality thinking.. J
Another approach in the analysis of dreams also

suggests that dreams are continuous with waking reality.

Calvin Hall and Robert Van de Castle (1966) devised a

number of classification schemes for the content analysis

of dreams. Through the application of content analysis to

individuals' dreams and to the content of their thoughts
3

while they were awake, Hall came to the conclu ionion that

drlems were not discontinuous as purported by Freud or

complementary as Jung had assumed. Hall believed that

there is no alteration in personality durin sleep and

that the same wishes and fears that are (being expressed

during waking _reality will determine the action and

reactions of individuals during sleep (Hall, 1972).

A study was performed by Carrington (1972) using
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content analyst's of univorsity atolta' and

schizophrenics' dreams. Thirty schizophrenic fem4lea 4nd

30 female university students were compared nein() content

analyaia acales that indicated niqno of paychopatholoqy.

The university titudtnt tended to have dream relatinq to

eventti and situationa in their livea. Tht schizophrenica,

however, had dreams that contained extreme. elements of

stress and trauma.

The results of this study Are consistent with Hall's

observatiOns and Adler's conception that Freud's tension

reduction theory is only Observable in schizophrenic

individuals. This tension ,reduction is a reflection of

the schizophrenic's waking, everyday. activities and

behaviors rather than an overall function of dreams.

Many theorists regard dreams as either compensatory

or adaptive in nature. Jean Piaget viewed dreams as being

a hybrid incorporating both of these functions. His

concept of dream ainctioning straddles Adlerian, Freudian

and Jungian theories. Piaget believed that dreams were

multipurposeful. He designated six categories to describe

their relationship to waking reality (PiAget, 1962). His

six, categories were also applicable in the realms of

unconscious symbolism and symbolic play.

On the one end of the Piagetian scAlev, dreams have
e

the capacity to fulfill wishes. This. concept is very

similar to the Freudian concept of dream functioning. The

wish fulfillment occurs according to Piaget, without

secondary symbolism, which indicate; that wish fulfillment

a

(
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occurs through uncona6ous assimilation. Assimiiation is

that process in 'which external reality is incorporated

into psychological or biological structures by

modification of external elements: Tice unconscious,

assimilative functioning of the dream is manifested in the

symbolic representation of daily experience.

Secondly, dreams are seen by Piaget AO capable of

fulfilling wishes through a process of conscious

assimilation da opposed to unconscious assimilation. In

this classification scheme, the in A diroct ono-to-ono

correspondence between dream object and waking object.

The dream symbol is the same object that is being dealt

with during waking reality.

In the third category, Piaget \viewed dreams as having

compensatory capabilities similar to Ang's perception of

dream functioning. For example, events that Are

unpleasant to the individual during waking reality are

represented and expressed in dreams as pleasurable

experiences.

Nightmares occupy the fourth category. They are

considered the counterparts of waking play in which

fearful events are deliberately created by the individual.

The function of the nightmare is to simulate, manipulate

and experience situations and events that would otherwise

have irreversible consequences if created during waking

'reality.

The fifth category is comprised of dreams that

function as punishment for 'actions contrary to the
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individual's accepted perception of right And wrong.

Lastly, dreams NOCtiOn 40 direet tranals'tio40 of

organic stimmlos from waking toAlt,ty. One of 'Piaget's

examples is the child's dream of watering 4 garden which

would eorrodpona to 4 child wettincl\the bed 'in reality.

1. DREAMS All A CREATIVE 111011M SOLVING PROCESt;

Ullman (1965) has identified specific characteristics

of creative problem solving in the dream state. Those are

the integration of disparat, concepts into new patterns,

the element of originality and the use of significant

dream symbols.

The dream, rather. than being a censoring device,

allows for the clarification of difficulties that are

being encountered. The basic personality is reflected in

the dream. rather than the dream compensating for

deficiencies of the individual. It 'provides a unique

system of problem solving that is without- limitations in

terms of possibilities and poteptialities. .Combinations

of ideas that would have never occurre4, because of

external constraints are explored as possible solutions

rather than automatically being rejected.

_Historically, a number of discovoriips have been the

result of creative problem solving during, the dream state.

Izaac Singer had worked for months trying to develop a

method for automating sewirrq. His work was halted when he

could not determine a method for attaching the needle to

his sewing machine. He then had the following dream:
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I bad 4 low) COW of A0tOttdo atna)red,
dreaood in iron mail. tech .of them is
earryinq 4 WWI, Oh4fp lance, reating them 00
their atirrupa. is intereatin9 /.4 4
hOle, clearly vieible near the . sharp end of
the lances (haylia, 19714).

When he woke op he realized that for his sewing machine to

work properly, the needle would regOire 4 hole At the

pointed and rather , than At the dull end 43 in A

hand-awinq needle,

Mendeleev, a Ruadian scientiot, conceptualized

method of categorizing the elements based upon 'their

:atomic weights during .a dream. The Periodic Table of

Elements was thus created and has been essentially

unchanged since his discovery in 1869.

or. Needs Bohr, a physicist working on the theory of

the atom, dreamed that he was standing on the nun. The

planets were revolving around him attached to the sun by

thin wires. This representation gave Bohr the inspiration

for the current model of the atom.

F.A. Kekule, a chemist, had been working for years on

finding a specific chemical structure. One night ht dozed

off in front oaf his replace and dreamed of 'monkeys

holding each other's tail. in a circle. From this dream,.

he discovered the zene ring, the basis of organic

chemistry.

Einstein kept notepaper by his bed to record any

dreams and thoughts he had during the night. He believed

that dreams provided information and insights fundamental

to the understanding of nature.
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Robert Lewis Stevenson often consulted his dreams for

information and plots for his work. His dream "brownies"

would tell him the stories that he would liter write when

he awoke. Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde was one

such, story.

The'entire poem Kubla Khan was a dream, that Samuel

Taylor. Coldridge h d. He woke up and started to write the

poem verbatim. He was interrupted by the delivery of the

mail and wheri he returned to finish the poem, he had no

memory, of how it ended and thus, the poem was never.

finished.

Clinical studies have also 'verified that dreams can

be an important factor in problem solving. Dr. Robert
9

Dave (1979) .performed an experiment using 24

undergraduates who were at a stand still concerning either

academic, vocational, or personal problems. He/devised

two treatment groups. One group was given conventional

psychotherapy based on a cognitive, linguistic approach to

creative problem solving. The second group was exposed

the induCtion of hypnotic dreams. as their treatment
6.

modality. The results showed a significant improvement in

overcoming problems using the hypnotically Y induced dreams

within a shorter period of time Ethan the the cognitive

approach to probilem solving.,

Dr, 'Rosalind Cartwright ,(1974) examined problem

solving skills immediately followimg sleep (including REM)

and also during waking hours. Twenty four subjects were

tested on match9d problems before and after each of these
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two experimental Iconditions. Three specific problem types

were given to theisubjects: crossword puzzles, the Remote

Association Test and story completions using the TAT.

There were no significant. differences in the problem

A
solving skills on the crossword puzzles or Remote

Association Test between the two experimental conditioriS.

The TATs were, however, significantly different& After

ects save stories , with moreI-

successful solutions, with the main character achieving

_gratification at the expense of others. After sleep, the

story endings gravitated towards more =successful

solutions from the point of view of meeting the 'Mein

character's, needs. Dr. Cartwright suggested that )'

individuals may be able to identify and ,explore negative

feelings after dreaming, possibilities that are normally

avoided while awake. -

The creative problem solving that occurs during the

dream state shows a continuity between wakefulness and

sleep. Valuable infoimation is available rather than

being disguised and hidden as hypothesized by Freud.

A study that explored the relationship between dream

content and waking stress was petkormed by Cohen and Cox

(1975). In is study undergraduate, male subjects were

provided with either, a positive or negative presleep

condition. Before and after the experiment the subjects

rated themselves on a number of mood scales. The positive

presleep group was givep adequate information regarding

the experiment and what to expect. The negative group was
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treated Impersonally by the researchers and made to feel

incompetent.

It was predicted that the subjects who dreamed

overtly or symbolically about the negative presleep

cOnditioh.would show the greatest improVement in mood from

presleei) to postsleep' conditions. This hypothesis was

confirmed indicating that dream content is related to the

waking state.

A study by DeKonninck and Koulack (1975) also exposed

subjects to presleep stress. The subjects were shown a

film on workshop accidents before thky went to 'sleep and

then,again in th morning. A mood scale was given to the

subjects before and after the film was shown each time.

Normally, a second shoting of a high stress film results

in less anxiety for the individual compared to their first

viewing of the film. When there was REM deprivation

between the first and second showing of the film, the

anxiety level did not fall to the baseline .anxiety (pre

and post anxiety levels) of the first showing. It was

also found that under these condition

2
, ihe second showing

..produced more anxiety tharP . If he individual ha

experienced REM between showings.

Dr-. Breger is another *ndividual that supports the

concept that dreams are adaptive. Using terminology and

concepts based in Computei Science, Breger has constructed

'a theory, of dreath functioning and its relationship to

waking reality. The basic assumption in Breger theory

of dream functioning is that dreams are a continuation of
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waking thoughts, feelings and attempts at problems solving

(Brdger, 1967).

Basic constructs that provide reference points for a

memory operating system are formulated during infancy and

early childhood. Once these primary patterns are

established, overall flexibility within the .information

processing system is limited. The formulation of these

patterns is based on the integration, of ,external imagery

with internal emotions. The emotions are generated

4 through the interfacing ot waking reality experiences and

the primary patterns that have been and are in the process

of being established. The congruency of experience and

primary patterns further stabilizes the memory operating

system. Discrepencies are resolved through the

modification of the primary operation system or expressed

as emation.

A secondary process that is later developed for the

storage and retrieval of information is based on language

and analytic4.. thinking. This becomes a method for

significant input that is' recorded and can

this composite memory system.

accessed in

In the dream state, the brain is viewed by Breger as

central processing unit that organizes external input from

waking' reality into a composite memory system. Material

is gathered, analyzed, synthesized and processed which

then results in a mulit-dimensional model. This model can

be accessed during the dreaming state at various levels of

functianing. The information accumulated during waking
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and dreathing states is storea,in separate memory locations

within the brain. Each memory location can be 'accessed

separately, dependent upon specific demands that are made

by the individual in response' to psychological or

physiological stimulus. Internally however, the memory

system acts as a continuous processing mechanism making

little, if any, delineation between waking and dreaming

componehts. Each of these levels are distinct, yet

operate in synchronization with each other as parallel

systems of information exchange.

The central processing system creates solutions and
4

reactions to current situations based on how it has been

programmed and organized. Thus, individuals will find

themselves attempting to deal with dream events ,using the

same modalities and degree of effectiveness as in their

waking state. This is due to the fact that waking and

dreaming states are continuous in nature. The processing

apparatus has been designed from established patterns that

control problem solving skills in both waking and dreaming

states.

The dream state offers a fluid and creative framework

in which consciousness interacts and ,derives direction

from the subconscious. In dreAms, the brain processes the

operations of problem solving and ego functioning.

Occurring simultaneously on multiple levels, the dream,

offers a clear perspectiNie on content, structure sand

expressions of waking reality.

4. DREAMS AS A PROCESS OF REHEARSAL FOR WAKING ACTIVITY

45 t-
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The major proponent of the adaptive functioning of

dreams was Alfred Adler (1938). Adler viewed dreams as a

continuing part of the thought process. Within Adler 's

theory dreaming was considered to be a continuation of

daily activities. Adler saw no substantial reason to make

a distinction- between dreams and imaginative thought.

Waking and dreaming states were not seen as discontinuous

or' divorced areas of human experience. The major

difference between these states was rather a transition of

the individual's focus and perception. The shift of

attention was away from .external stimuli in response
4.-

internal stimuli. The thought process was not terminated

to

with the onset of sleep. Dreams continued to 'work on

solutions to life situations derived from waking reality.

The dream itself was seen as a symbolic

representation of an individual's life style, plans and

goals. Adler believed that the future was more

responsible for the alteration of the present than the

influence of the past. According to his theory,
fr,t

individuals were not permanently shaped by early childhood

experiences nor were those experiences critical in the

development of the individual. What was significant was

the attitude toward situations and events. Rather -than

reacting to past experiences, the individual was seen by

Adler as being motivated by 'the future. The dream

presented a symbolic representation of probable futures

for continued testing and assessment. Faulty assumptions

that were blocking movement in meeting goals and
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objectives were identified and presented in the dream

state.

Adler also believed that the dream was a. method of

rehearsal for waking 'activities. Thoughts and emotions

were first integrated during the dream state before they

were ever exhibited during daytime. The dream constituted

stage where the 'individual practiced environmental

mastery. Resolution of'conflicting thoughts, feelings and

actions was achieved through risk taking scenarios in the

dream state.

'4* The content of the dream was an actual representation

of self concept without the camoflage of daily, life.

During sleep, communication does not need to .be oriented

towards understanding; by others. The individual is

relatively free from external constraints and can

therefore, focus exclusively on internal processes.

Symbolic systems that express cognitive and affective

concerns do not have to adapt to an external format. This

allows for a richer and more meaningful structure and

content of internal communication and expression.

A number of probable realities are created during the

dream state to test their validity without the

corresponding consequences that would occur if they were

actualized during waking reality: The results of these

probable dream-created realities are then evaluated in

relationship to the dreamer's unique life style, goals and

expectations. In this manner the dream becomes

mechanism to move towards either immediate or long-range
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goals.

Beck (1967) examined the theMatic content of ,

daydreams and REM dreams in ten of his patients, He

found that the themes of the daydreams appeared in most of

the corresponding night REM dreams.

Gordon (1953) experimented with, 29 psychiatric

patients comparing dream responses to AT responses using

Aron's press Analysis fbr TAT. Using 42 )content variables

(aggression 'affiliation, dependency, etc he found 11 of
, .

il

the 42 TAT/dream correlations to b statistically

significant. The dreams contained more, socially

f

unacceptable material: aggression, tensic and fear as

well as less depression and self-blame 4an: the TATs. v
1

This indicV.ed a definite relationship betwern the content

found in dreams and content found in TATst )ries.

1Gold and Robertson (1975): performed p dreaM/fantasy

content analysis of normal and psychotic',

different age and sex groups.

childien from;

They found th t the content

of psychotic children's dreams was signific ntlY differenti

from that of normal childen. The researc supports the

L:
idea that dreams and fantasies reflect stable underlying

personality characteristics.

Alan Krohn and Martin Mayman (1974) performed an

experiment on' the 'object representations in dreams and

projective tests. Theis hypothesis was that an

individual's level of object representation is internally

consistent. Therefore, object representation should

exhibit a similar pattern in waking and dream states.
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TwenEy four subjects kept a record of their dreams that

were rated using the Object Representation Scale for

Dreams, the Rorschach and Early Memory Scales. They found

a ,high intercorrelation bet*ten scores assig ed by the

raters to the individuals in their dreaming and waking

states. Their findings suggest that t waking and

dreaming psychological profiles of an individual are

highly related, r-fiirthei substantiating the 'adaptive
}

function of thy. dream.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS

HYPOTHESES

The validity of ,using dream material for the

resolution of problems and as a vehicle for greater self

understanding is based on the premise that dreaming and

waking states are related. The theoretical background and

experimental studies presented in the Review of the

Literature (Chapter II) support the concept that there

does exist a definite relationship between waking and

dreaming states. The hypothesis of this study concerns

the nature of this relationship.

The dream itself can be viewed as a process of

uninterrupted assimilation and accomodation. These two
r

terms were originally defined and used by Piaget in

relationship to develo'mental mechanisms. Accomodation is

the attempt to modif It existing psychological structures

through the dream .to perform successfully in waking

reality. This is most readily seen in the rehearsal

aspect of 'adaptive functioning. Assimilation is best

understood through the prblem solving ability of dreams.

Features that are successful in waking reality are

incorporated into the dream and subsequently into

psychological structures.

50
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Dreams Are representative of experiences that have

important affective and cognitive meaning and impact for

the individual. bne of the important functions of dreams

is to act as a mechanism for portrayirlig and evaluating the

experiences and feelinga' of waking reality. It also

provides a means of organizing these experiences so that

they can be assimilated and accomodated into current

psychological structures.

TherefOre, the dream is a processing system that

integrates the affective and cognitive dimensions of

waking reality. As conscious controls withdraw and the

need, for physical action and respons aser, this

processing system is activated. This all for the

rehearsal of multiple scenarios (advanced planning)

without conseguen6es and provides probable outcomes that

are evaluated.

Thus, the adaptivefunctioning of the dream acts as a

continuous feedback loOp monitoring and modifying

interactions during waking reality. If this assumption is

indeed correct, the psychological profile of 'an individual

should be reflected in the dreaming and waking states with

the same bias and direction within a given dimension., As

there may be a significant delay between waking and

dreaming processes in this adaptive feedback loop, the

dreaming psychological profile has been collected as

composite. Thihopefully will correct possible lag time,

thereby creating a stable dreaming psychological profile

over time. The content of the dream may be a direct
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Correspondence or it may be symbolically used to represent

the concerns experienced in waking reality. Regardless of

the specific type of coding that occurs during the dream

state, the dream is being examined as to expression of

psychological needs using the ACC.. The dream may indicate

false self concepts, particularly it they are saturated

with negative emotions about one's self.

This study examines the concept that the relationship

between waking and dreaming states is adaptive in nature.

The following null-hypotheses were tested in this study:

1. There are no significant correlations between

subjects' awaking psychological profiles and subjects'

dream psychological profiles on 15 need scales as

generated from the Adjective &heck List.

2. There are no significant correlations betweeN

psychological Pi-bfiles as generated by significant others

and subjects' dreaming psychological profiles on 15 need

scales created from the Adjective Check List.

3. There are no ,signicant correlations between- the

subjects' waking psychological profiles and the

psychological profiles as generated by the significant

others on 15 need scales as created from the Adjective

Check List.
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CHATEH III

METHODS

LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

One source of difficulty in Xeuearch is the crention

of and adherence to a given net of parameters. Without

adequate limitations concerning the nature and scope of an

experiment, the research htn little application or social

significance. This also is the case in defining the

population to which a given study applies its research.

Also there exists the problem of reliability. When an

experiment is broad in scope, without proper assumptions

or delineations, it be;omes difficult for other

researchers to duplicate and substantiate the original

work.

If on the other hand, the research is extremely

specific relying on the use of limitations rather than

appropriate experimental structure and design, the

results, though reproducible, might be meaningless.

Unless the conditions of the experiment can be duplicated,

approximated and in some means applied, the research has

failed to contribute significantly to the world of

knowledge. It 'is with these concerns that the limitations

and assumptions of the study have been formulated.
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LIMITATIONS OF THF STUDY

To minimize cultural variables, inter/national

s231.(Ints (students from countries other than the United

Stakes) were not invited to participate in the dtudy. The

implication of this selection process is that the results

of the study may not he universally applicable to cultures

other than that found in the United States.

This study did, however, approximate the distribution

of male and female students at St. George's University,

School of Medicine with 00% of the sample being male and

20% female.

Forty students originally registered to participate

in the study. Thirty students completed the program. It

WAS the data from these students that formed the results

for this research. Twenty-one subjects were male with the

remaining 9 subjects female. Eighty-five percent of the

student body at St. George's University, School of

Medicine is male and 15% female.

A 1969 study by Parker and Veldman (see Research

Instrument) indicated that he ACL adjectives have a

similar meaning for botp males and females. The

individuals of that study (5,017) were students .at the

University of Texas at Austin, a school comprised largely

of U.S. citizens. Whilethe ACL is universally applicable

as a descriptive 'instrument, specific clusters of

adjectives will be unique and have specific meaning to

different cultural groups. It was for these reasons that

the St. George's population was limited to male and female
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icitizens of the dnited,States.

2. Students with, a history of psychiatric problems were

not accepted for the study. The possible history of

psychiatric problems was idetermined through information

gathered in the personal historry,form that was filled out

during the entry interview.

Studies have shown that dreams of normal individuals

and individuals with a history of psychopathology differ

D

.in a number of significant ways. Foulkes, Larson, Swanson

and Rardin (1969) studied seven normal' and seven

emotionally disturbed'' males. The dreams of emotionally

disturbed individuals 'were more bizarre and contained more

unrealistic_ content than those of normal subjects.

Schnetzler, Chalon, Chaleat and Pochat (1973)

confirmed that there were Hpignificant differences between

normal and emotionally disturbed individuals.. They found 4

that subjects_with psychopathology produced fragmentary

and higher anxiety dreams than normaLindividuals/

To eliminate the possibility that the participants of

the study were in the, process of. working through

psyc logical problems (and thus producing significantly

different dreams than normal subjects), this limitation

was adopted.

A recent attempt was made by Winget and Kramer to

systematically collect,and categorize dream studies. The

tables that they developed were organized to include

normative data, developmental information, 'sex

differenpes, specialized groups, dream content and
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psychological measurement comparisons and laboratory

studies of dream content (Winget and

major categories developed were:

1. Census data of normal
studies

Kramer, 1979). The

subjects in nonlaboratory

2. Nonlaboratory studies yieldi
3. Nonlaboratory studies yieldi

dream content
4. Nonlaboratory dream studies

or subjects
5.. Dream content compared with

measures (Nonlaboratory)
6. Laboratory studies of dream

By limiting the participation

ng developmental data
ng sex differences in

of specialized groups

other psychological

content

of subjects `those

with no history of psychiatric problems, the data obtained
a.

from this research,will be more readily accessible

it can be cataloged pinto the above mentioned

classification scheme. This structure is the

because

dream

first

systematic attempt to collect research and to classify it

using defined parameters that would be useful for a

researcher. This scheme pan be used for the creation of a

data base that will facilitate the, referencing and

analysis of dream research. In *itself, this is not the'

determining reason for the use of a normal population in

the study, but a. possible benefit of limiting the

participants 'to those with no history of psychiatric

problems. This limitation also provides a homogeneous

population (normal, no history of Psychiatric problems)
--r

that can be used for future, reference.

3. No formal or informal counseling using the subjects'

dream 'content was attempted nor were any Other

psychOlogical-techniques.used in adttement or counseling.

(
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'1%0 study focused primarily on the psychological

1

profiles generated in the waking and dream states using

the Adjective Check List. as the evaluative tool. The

content of the subjects' dreams was not reviewed; in terms

of dream interpretation, analysis or applcation.

Dreams are an effective therapeutic tool that reveal

conflicts, defenses and character traits (Fiss and

Litchman 1976). Effective therapy can alter an

individual's behavior and this, in turn, can alter the

construct and structure of dreams. Rather than introduce

an additional variable of counseling with the subjects and

_their dreams, this limitation was employed.

4: The sample group of the study may not be

representative of the population in general. Thus, the

specific target group constitutes another limitation of

the study. This limitation also results in being able t

classify the results under Winget and Kramer's Section A

Nonlaboratory dream studies of specialized groups or

St. George's University is an offshore medical

institution in the West Indies. Though it is technically

classified as a foreign medical school, 93% of the student

body are citizens of the United. States. These, students,

without exception, had applied to medical, schools in the

United States and were not accepted. As an alternative to

other career choices these rejected individuals continued

toward their original,goal thtough enrolling.in the School

of Medicine at St. GeOrge's University.
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Beyond the demands of the rigorous medical

curriculum, this has resulted in additional emotional

stress including separation from friends, family and

significant relationships. Students that were willing to

make these sacrifices were extremely motivated and

dedicated individuals. These observations have been made

over a period of two years on a person to person basis and

through counseliN that has been performed with students.

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE STUDY

1. It was assumed for the study th it was valid to

construct a dreaming personality profile through the use

of the Adjective Check List.

The only available evidence suggesting that this was

feasible was a study by George Domino of the University of

Arizona. In 1976 Dr. Domiho peiformed an experiment to

assess the compensatory aspects of dreams. Seventy three

male college students were requested to keep a dream

journal for two weeks. Tty were administered the Edwards

Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) (Edwards, 1959) and

the ACL (Gough and Heilbrun, 1965). The students had a

total of 626 dreams. Sixty two students had a minimum of

three dreams duridg this two week time period. Three

dreams from each of the 62 students were randomly selected

and used as data for analysis.

4

Five psychology graduate students acted as dream

raters for the study. The 15 need scales on the ACL were

used to rate the individuals' dreams. A dream' rating
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score on each of the need scales wags the result of adding

the ratings of the five judges on all three dreams'

evaluated.

The results of the study showed a significant

positive correlation between the student ACLs and' 'the

dream ratings on ten need scales: Achievement, Deference,'

Order, Succorance, Dominance, Nurturance, Change,

Endurance, Heterosexuality and Aggression. This indicates.

that rather than the dream functioning in .'a compensatory

fashion, it appears'to act in an adaptive manner.

2. The second assumption of this research was that a

dreaming personality profile could be created through

composite profile consisting of the individual's dream

reports collected across time.

A study was performed by Dement and Wolpert (1958) tin

which they examined the possibility that there is a

dimension within the dream that is stable over time. ., They

analyzed the relationship of four or more dreams (REM)

occurring within the same night. Eight subjects

contributed 38 dreams. These were collected from

awakening 15 minutes into each REM period. They found a

relationship between all dreams in terms of themes or an

expansion and development of the initial thethe. They

noted identical or similar characters,- plots, actions,

settings or emotions.

Another experiment was 'performed by Kramer, Hlasny,

Jacobs and Roth (1976). They hypothesized that if dreams

had significance, they would be able to distinguish 1) the
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dreams of different individuals, 2) the dreams of one

individual on different nights and 3) the relative

position ofone dream within a series of dreams in one

night. Three judges evaluated 50 sequences of three.

dreams each from 12 college students. They also evaluated

34 sequences of three dreams .each from 11 male

schizophrenic patients. It was found that the order of

the dreams within one night could not be reliably

determined. They were able to distinguish the dreams of

different individuals from the total group, of dreams

collected and they were al'so able to distinguish the

dreams of, one individual from different nights of dream

reporting.

3. Thirdly it was assumed that the subject generated

Adjective Check List was an accurate representation of the

subject's personality profile on all 15 need scales.

Though substantiating this assumption was beyond the

scope 6E this research, a second waking Adjective Check

List profile was generated by a significant other. The

second profile was introduced to proviAde a second opinion

on the subject's personality profile and to see what

relationship, if any, it had with the subject generated

dreaming personality profile.
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CHAPTER III.

METHODS

RESEARCH INSTRUMENT

The purpose of this section of the Project

Demonstrating Excellence is to provide a description of

the research instrument that was employed in this study.

An understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the

instrument will allow for a' more comprehensive

understanding of the results that were obtained using this

instrument as a measurement tool of psychological needs.

The Adjective Check List (ACL) is a well known.'

research instrument that, to date, has been -employed in

over 800 studies. The ACL was first 'developed at the

Institute of Personality Assebsment and. Research in 1949.

P

In the early stages of development the ACL was .used as a

technique .record the responses Nof researchers to

participants that were being studied in the Institute's

assessment programs

The work of R. B. Cattell (,1943, 1'946) was the

precursor to the" development of the ACL. Through 'Ms

studies on personality traits, Cattell developed 1/1

variables that could be universally applied in describing

personality. Multi'ariate analysis of these variables
0

resulted in the synthesis of 62 major factors.' These

factors were later reduced to 12 primary traits.

From Cattell 's work, 125 adjectives were derived for
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use in the first ,ACL in 1949Y , Since that time, 175
4 i

adjectives have een added for, a number of reasons.

Theoretical orieTtions of Freud Jung and others were

-examined and words that could describe personality from

these specific psychological orientations were also

included. Adj ctives that also could be used to describe

physical and interpersonal characteristics were added to

round out the ACL personality instrument.

Though' the ACL was originally developed for use by

observers/in describing others, it has evolved over the

'years to a tool for self-description. It is possible to

identi y differences and similarities between individuals

and roups of individuals based on the specific test items

th t are-dhosen. The large number of adjectives presented

or selection in the ACL (300), allows for the description

.c-f a broad spectrum of behaviors. Though this presents an

obvious advantage to the researcher, it also presents a

,'majormajor obstacle. The underlying constructs responsible for

the behaviors under examination are easily masked and

difficult. to perceive thigh evaluating individual

responses to ACL test items.

For example, a research project may identify 100 or

more statistically significant ACL test items between two

sample populations. Without any conceptual delineation or

grouping of these test items, psychological differences or

similarities are without meaning or comprehension.. This

is primarily due to the large number of correlations that

may be found between test items. For example, there is a
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significant positive correlat on between carrying matches

and the incidence of lung ancer in males. Significant

yes, meaningful in itself, no. If this item (matches) is

/

grouped with other items ca ried (such as cigarettes) to

[create a scale, more mlaning and relevancy can be

determined.
/

Because of this reason, scales and indices of

psychologically meaningful concepts have been designed for

the evaluation of the ACL test item responses. Thirty

seven scales have been developed and are now used in

scoring ACL protocols. These have been developed through

correlating test items with existing indices from other

psychological tests or based on the responses of specific

groups that exhibit a known factor, such as personal

adjustment (normal, abnormal groups) or military

leadership (cadets in officer training school).

The ACL, has found wide acceptance as a research

instrument and has been used for a variety of studies.

/These have ,been compiled by Harrison G. Gough and Alfred

B.Heilbrun (1980), co-authors of the ACL. The subject

matter of these studies has ranged from personality

stereotypes of the aging to design evaluation of

commercial products.

Because of the ,large ndthber of studies using this

test instrument, many research projects have been

undertaken to determine the internal consistency and

test/retest properties of the ACL.

A study was performed on the ACL rating scales for

a
.
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self description by Veldman and Parker (1970). A factor

analysis of the ACL was performed and eight of the highest

loading test items for seven, factors of self perception

were identified. These test items were put in

alphabetical order,and presented to 713 female students in

the field of education (Texas University) along with a

five floint scale for evaluation of these 56 test items.

Factor analysis was performed on. the 56 self-rating test

items. The result of this analysis was the replication of

the original self perception structure. This. demonstrated

an internal con istency, as well as test-retest stability

of the ACL as a research instrument.

In another study by Miller, O'Reilley, Roberts and

Folkins, (1978) the ACL was examined to determine its

factor structure And scale reliability across time. The

researchers were interested in examining the internal

characteristics of the ACL's 24 scales. Seventy-one

professional employees in a community mental health center

(35 males and 36 females) comprised -the population group

for this study. The subjects completed the ACL twice with

a one year interval between testings. The ACL was then

subjected to separate factor analysis using standard

varimax rotation. Computations were performed on the T

scores of the 24 ACL scales. The research results showed

that each of the 24 scales of the ACL had a high

test-retest reliability over time.

George Parker and Donald J. Veidman (1969), examined

the test item factor structure of the AdjeCtive Check
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List. The AM's existing scales have been important in

providing information used in research, diagnostic and

counseling situations. This study concerned itself with

the empirical analysis of the test item factor structure

of the ACL and the scales that are used to measure

behavioral tendencies. At the University of Texas, 5017

students (2212 females and 2805 males) took the ACL as

part of their entrance requirements. Three separate

300-variable Pearson Product-Moment Correlation matrices

were computed: male, female and total. Twenty five

principal-axis factors were extracted and a varimax

rotation of the first 10 axes were processed on a

computer. This resulted in seven factors where more than

two test items had their highest loadings. A second time,

varimax rotation was employed (examining loadings greater

than or equal to .40) and each test item was assigned to

the factor it loaded most heavily upon. Factor structures

for males and females were then compared. Five of the

total seven factors were immediately comparble and

through re-rotation of the male varimax structure, the

other two factors were brought into alignment. The factor

compariSon for the 300 coefficients resulted in- values

exceeding .90 for male and female test item vectors,

except for eight test items on the ACL. This analysis

indicated that ACL adjectives have a similar meaning for

_both .male and female individuals and that the factor

structure between both groups is very similar.

*
The scoring of the ACL requires some explanation
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A
(Gough and hoilbrun, 1980). One of the scales that in

Include d in the ACL in Total Number of Adjective% Chocked

(No. Ckd). Thin scale in n free-fleatinq variable in that

there are no restrictions on the number of test items that

are mandatory for endorsement by a subject. Thin allows

for a more accurate v 4nd flexible representation of how

individuals describe themselves. The tendency to respond

in a laconic or in depth manndr will influence the outcome

on all scales of the ACL.

Because of this fact, there are limitations to the

number of test items that can be checked (or not) without

invalidating the ACL. The upper 250 test items.

The lower limit t 0 test items.

A secondary ffect of the Number of Adjectives

Checked variable is that it significantly effects the

other scales of the ACL. To correct for this bias,

normative data has been generated regarding the Number of

Adjectives Checked and the remaining 36 ACL scales.

The subsample of males (total 5,238) included Ole

following sources:

High school students '634
College students 936
Graduate students, 621
Medical students 718
Delinquents 293
Psychiatric patients .50

Adults 1986

The female subsample (total 4,144) included the following
sources:

High school students 410
College students 1124
Graduate students ' 336
Medical students 90
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Liw students 40

Delinquents 52

Adults 2092

It can be seen that the normative data used for the

AC[, may not represent population trends At largo. It does

however, indicate a diversified group in regard to Ago,

education, occupation, intelligence And social status.

This normative data was then relegated to five

.homogeneous subdivisions boned on the Number of Adjectives

Checked:

Category- Males, Females

A 000 - 048 000 - 054
B 049 - 073 055 - 087
C 074 - 11.0 079 - 116
D . 111 - 138 117 - 140
E 139 - 300 141 - 300

The percentage of ACL endorsed test items falling into

each subdivision was: A 10%, B 20%, 0408, D 20%, E 10%.

This technique for the conversion of the raw scores to

standard scores was employed to effectively correct for

the influence of the Number of Adjectives Checked.

In the current study, a cluster of 15 scales- was

applicable and therefore employed. These 15 scales, out

of the total number of scales used in the ACL,

specifically address psychological dimensions. These

scales (as defined in the Adjective Check List. Manual) are

known as the Need. Scales. They are personality

characteristics first identified in Murray's (1938)

need-press theory of personality. To develop these 15

Need scales, 19 psychology graduate students were given
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Iidwarda Need Scalea (1954) and the )00 ACh test itdMd,

They were ihetrueted to determine which adiectiveo hoot

deocrihed the Need Scale categorido they were given.

The diocriminating factor oiled for inclusion of, an ACL

t04.. item within a Need Scale w'au that at lehot.-pine out

of the 19 Judgea agreed on its placement. Thiti W43

arrivenat to facilitate inter judge correlation and to

insure an adequate number of adjectives for each Need

Scale. In the current Need Scales of the :ACL, epecial

attention haa been given to minimize overlapping. of teat

items on the 15 Need Scales. This allows for a lower

number of test items on the Need Scales and a more

accurate description of that *particular psychological

concept.

The 5 Need Scales used in this research are:

1. Achievement
2. Dominance
3. Endurance'
4. Order
5.4 Intraception
6. Nurturance
7. Affiliation
8. Heterosexuality
9. Exhibition

10. Autonomy
11. Aggression
12. Change
13.* Succorance
14,, Abasement
15: Deference

The technique used ir correcting the bias cdused by

the variable Number of Adjectives Checked was applied to

all 15 Need Scales. The conversion of raw to standard

scores was then performed using the normative data from
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the, five, subsamille categories. This was accomplished

through using the following formula:

Standard Score = (Raw Score Mean)/ (Standard Deviation)

-An in depth explanation of the statistical methods

employed -'in this study is forthcoming in Chapter' IV,

13yecedures. The raw 'score for each of the. J5 Need. Scales

is a cOmposite score consisting of Indicative Test IteMs

.minus the Contraindicative Test Items.
o

Below is a listing of the 15 'Need Scales with a

'definition of the scale, an explanation of high ' and low

ecores of each gcale and finally the indicative and

contraindicative test items thait comprise that scale

(Gough and Heilbrun, 1980)..

1. Achievement
!.. .

AChievement, is the desire` to be outstanding ( n

activities that:-have socially recognized significance.
.

High sCO es op 4 4-'ievement 1N00. Scale4' ihdicate
J:,,,,,,,,,, ,..:, / _,,,

r .. ,,

that these 4pdividUals -aK.ehArd-working; 'goal-directed and

are determ,yhed to be successful. The motivation to do

All lies less .ip Competitive, drives and more in the need

to live. up to social expectations.

:,.scores

ihdivaludls who

on: the Achieveme, Need

are less effective, venturesome and

Scale indicate

:less' peisisOnt than their' high scorer counterparts . They

, more 'adept \:.;$, in interpersonal:
- ..,

relationshipSthan. trigh Scorees
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, indicative iten7 (N = 25 ve, aggressive, alert,

: ambitious,' assertive capable, confident, conscientious,

determined, dominant, efficient, energetic, enterprising,

enthusiastic, . forc ful, independent, industrious,

initiative, intelligent,

persisteA, planful,Iresourceful, thorbugh.

Contraindicative items (N = 13); apathetic, careless,

)
a

distractible, easy,/ going, Indifferent, irresponsible,
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opportunistic, perservering,

.

lazy, leisui'ely, quitting," rattlebrained, shiftless,

slipshod, unambitious.

Dominance

fr.

The need to be dominant results in individuals

creating and enforcing their leadership roles in groups.

They also have a tendency to be the controlling and

directing force in relationships.

Iddividuals who score high on Dominance are

strong-willed, ambitious, determined and forceful. They

'are' free. from self-doubt in the Pursuit 'of goals and are

not.i.inhibi4ed by the disapproval of others.

Individuals, who i,..;,score On , Dominance lack,

confidence, ", in Ahe.'dbackground of group

activities and-

'eOmpetition

emselves.

Indicative ilems

ambitious argtmentat

require 'direct

assertthey,

4etermined, doMinan.
°

outgoIng,l

19): estive, alert,
1, ,

assertive,,, Confident, demandidg,

enterprising, ,forceful, opinionOed,

poken, resourceful,'

70
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self-confident, strong.

Contraindicative items (N = 21): apathetic,

dependent, 'dreamy, fearful, inhibited, irresponsible,

lazy, meek, mild, reserved, retiring, self-pitying, shy,

silent, spineless submissive, timid, unambitious,

,unassuming, weak, withdrawn.

3. Endurance

Endurance is the ability to continue regardless of

difficulty to meet any objective that is undertaken.

Individuals who score high on Endurance believe in

duty work conscientiously and avoid- activities that are

non-productive or unessential..,,

Individuals who score- low on Endurance are

changeable, easily, distracted or 'redirected. They take

things in 'stride and are 'casual individuals, who take

pleasure in new experiences.

Indicative items (N = 24): ambitious, conscientious,

deliberate, dependable, determined, efficient, energetic,

industrious, methbdical, organized,,e painst4king, patient,

persevering, persistent, planful, precise,

responsible, self-controlled, serious', stable, steady,

stubborn, thorough.

Contraindicative items . (N= 22): absent- minded,

apathetic, careless, changeable, distractibl, easy going,

fickle, f,rivolous, hasty, hurried, i:mpstient, impulsive,

irresponsible, lazy, leisurely, quitting, reckless,

restless, shiftless, slipshod, unambitious, undependable.
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The Order need is concerned with neatness and

organization in planning all activities.

Individuals who score high on Order look for

objectivity and rationality. They have a tendency to

over-control their, impulses and desires. These

inCiiduals have a difficult time dealing with problems

and distractions. Change is not welcome and a reliance on

established patterns is preferred.

Individuals who score low on Order are less inhibited

and more expressive . than the high scorer. They have

difficulty in working toward a long range goal and would

prefer situations and activities that rare orientated

towards immediatg- gratification.

Indi'cative items (N = 24): . conscientious,

conservative, deliberate, efficient, foresighted, formal,

fussy, industrious, inhibited, logical, methodical,

organized, painstaking,-perserverimg, persistent, planful,

precise/ rational, reliable,

-steady, thorough, thrifty.

/Contraindicative items

rigid, self-controlled,

(N = 16):' absent-minded,

careless, changeable, confused,- di orderly, forgetful,

hasty, impulsive,' irresponsible, ttlebrained, reckless',

shiftless; slipshod, spontaneous undependable, zany.

5. Intraception

Intraception is the desire and attempt to, understand

one's own motivations and /or tWbehavior of others.

Individuals who score high on = traception

logiqal, systematic, valuing Intellectual and. cognitive
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'matters over the understanding and reliance on affective

skills .

Individuals who score low on Intraception have a

narrow range of interests and have a difficult time coping

with.stressful situations.

Indicative items (N = 23): alert, calm,

clear-thinkidg, considerate, curious, fair-minded,

foresighted, forgiving, imaginative, -insightful,

intelligent, logical, mature, methodical, rational,

reasonable, refloctive, sensitive, serious sympathetic,

thoughtf.ul, tolerant, understanding.

Contraindicative items, (N distrustful,

fault-'finding, hard-hearted, indifferent, intolerant,

opinionated, self-centered, shallow, suspicious.

6. Nurturance

Nurturance isjhe ability to engage in behaviors that

provide material or emotional benefits to others.

Individuals who score high on Nurturance like to work

with people and have a cooperative, social dispoSition.

They are sympathetic and supportive co , others and

themselves.

Individuals who score low on Nurturance avoid any

close ties or meaningful relationships. They, are

distrustful of others and believe the worst of others'
.

int.entions.

Indicative items (N 24): affectionate,

apprecrgtive, co2Adderate, cooperative, dependable,

forgiving, friendly, generous,

7 3

gentle,
6

.

good-natured,
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helpful, kind, outgoing, peaceable, sentimental, sociable,

soft-hearted, sympathetic, thoughtful, tolerant, trusting,

understanding, unselfish, warm.

Contraindicative items (N = 22): aggressive, aloof,

arrogant, autocratic, bitter, cynical, distrustful,

egotistical, Vault-finding, hard-hearted, hostile,

impatient, indifferent, intolerant, rude, sarcastic,

self-centered, self-seeking, selfish, snobbish, stingy,

unkind.

7.. Affiliation

Affiliation is the need

many personal relationships.

Individuals who score high

establish and maintain

on Affiliation are

comfortable in social settings, like to be with people and

adapt easily in a group situation. These individuals take

people and,events at face value without examining inner

reasons that. may be responsible for their behaviors.

Individuals who score low on Affiliation question the

meaning of relationships and fear involvement. The

underlying current of anxiety makes participation in

social interaction difficult.

Indicative items (N = 34): active, adaptable,

appreciative,

considerate,

energetic,

mannerly,

attractive,
cal

cheerful, confident,

curious, daring,contented, cooperative,

good-natured, initiative, kind, loyal,

mature, mischievous, optimistic, peaceable,

pleasant, poised, praising, relaxed, self-controlled,

sociable, talkatiVe, thoughtful, trusting, understanding,
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versatile, warm, wholesome.

Contraindicative items: none

8._ Heterosexuality

Heterosexuality is the need to establish

relationships and interactions with members of the

opposite sex.

Individuals who score high on Heterosexuality respond

positiRely to interpersonal encounters

company of the opposite sex.

Individuals who score flow on Heterosexuality keka

members of the opposite sex at a distance and fear the

and like the

challenges of interpersonal relationships.

Indicative items (N = 20): adventurous, affectionate',

attractive, charming, emotional, excitable, feminide,

flirtatious, friendly, good-looking, handsome, healthy,

masculine, natural, outgoing, pleasure-seeking,, sexy,

sociable, uninhibited, warm. 0

Contraindicative items (N = 12): aloof, apathetic,

cold, cool, despondent, effeminate, inhibited, prudiSh,

queer, simple, unemotional, ,withdrawn.

9. Exhibition
.

Exhibiti is the need to behave in such - manner 'as

to elicit th immediate attention of others.

High scores on Exhibition indicate individuals who

are forceful and manipulative. They are impatient and

must be the center, of attention in all situations.

Individuals who score low on Exhibition are cautious

and withhold contributions .hey could make in a group
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situation., They tend to Avoid conflict and lack

confidence in their abiLities and skills.

Indicative items (N = 26): affected, argumentative,

arrogant, assertive, boastful, clever, conceited,

egotistical, humorous, immature, jolly. loud, noisy,

obnoxious, opinionated, outgoing, outspoken,

self-centered, self-seeking, sharp-witted, show-off,

sociable, talkative, unconventional, uninhibited, witty.

Contraindicative items (N = 20): apathetic,

conservative, , conventional, discreet indifferent,

inhibited, meek, mild, modest, quiet, reflective,

reserved, retiring, self-denying, shy, silent, submissive,

timid, unassuming, withdrawn.

10. Autonomy,

Autonomy is the' need to act independently of either

social values or the expectations of others.

Individuals who score high on Autonomy are not only

independent of others and social institutions but are also

assertive and self-willed. They tend to be indifferent to

the feelings of others.

Individuals who` score' low on Autonomy prefer

situations where they are .directed by others. They

gravitate towards routine, avoid risks and have a need for

security..

Indicative items.(N = °29): adventurous, aggressive,

aloof, argumentative, arrogant, assertive, autocratic,

confident, cyndcar, dissatisfied, egotistical,

fault-finding, frank, hard-headed, headstrong, hostile,

7R



independent,, indifferent,

opinionated, outspoken,

self-conitlent, tactless,

uninhibited,

Contraipdicative

individualistic#

rebelliOus,

,unconventional,

items (N
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irresponsible,_

self-centered,

undependable,

= 15): cautious,

conventional, cooperative, dependable, dependent,
r

moderate, obliging, self - denying, `spineless,

suggestible, tactful, timid, toierant.

11. Aggression

meek,

submissive,

Aggression is the need -to attack or hurt others.

Individuals who score high on Aggression view others

as enemies that must be conquered. They are competitive

with a tendency towards immediate' actions without regard

to social consequences.

Individuals who score low on Aggression are patient,

avoid conflicts at any cost and make few demanks of others.

Indicative items (N = 21): aggressive, argumentative,

arrogant, assertive,

excitable, forceful,

irritable,

autocratic, cynical , dominant,

headstrong, hoseile4

outspoken,opinionated,

impatient,

qua0rrelsome,

rebellious, sarcastic, touchy, uhkind,'vindictive.

Contraindicative items (N = 23): /apathetic, calm,
Or

a good-natured, inhibited, ,mannerly, meek, mild, obliging,

patient, peaceable, praising, quiet,

retiring, Shy, silent, submidsive,

'tinderstanding, unemotional,; withdrawn.

12. Change

relaxed, reserved,

sympathetic, timid,

The need for Change involves the avoidance of routine
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and the exploration of the new or unknown.

Individuals who score -high on Change are perceptive,

spontaneous and prefer variety. They seek challenges in

disorder and chaos.

Individuals who score low on Change 0 prefer things to

be clean, neat and orderly. They avoid risk ,-and try to

exert total control over their environment.

Indicative items (N 20): active, adaptable,

adventurous,- changeable, curious, daring,/\ dissatisfieq,

distractible, enthusiastic, - impulsive,

indepentent,-individualistic, initiative, interests wide,

pleasure-seeking, restless, spontaneo unconventional,

unstable.

Contraindicative items (N = 16): apathetic,

conservative, contented, conventional, inhibited,

interests 'narrow, method cal, persistent, planful,

retiring, rigid, self denying, stable, steady, stolid,

withdrawn.

13. Succorance

Succorance is the need to solicit syMpathy,

affection, or emotional su ort from others.

Individuals who sco e high on Succorance feel

inadequate in-coping with stressful situations. They tend

to fantasize and avoid confrontations.

Individua s who score low on Succorance are

self-confide act independently of, others and are

effective i' Planning and meeting objectives.

Indigative items (N = 21): appreciative, complaining,
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demanding, dependent, dissatisfied, emotional, fearful,

immature, infantile, meek, nervous, self-centered,

self-pitying, self- seeking, selfish, spineless,

submissive, trusting, weak, whiny, worrying.

Contraindicative items (N = 11): aloof, confident,

dominant, independent, indifferent, individualistic,

mature, quarrelsome, self-confident, strong, tough.

14. Abasement

Abasement is the expression of inferi rity through

self-criticism, guilt, or social impotence.

Individuals who score high on abasement are

submissive to the demands of others and ask nothing for

themselves. Their relationships are constantly being

challenged by their own worries and fears.

Individdals who score low on Abasement are

self-confident ana assertive. They are competent,

efficient and, demand their rights.

Indicative items (N = 25): anxious, confused,

cowardly, despondent, emotional, fearful, gloomy,

inhibited, meek, mild, modest, obliging, pessimistic,

retiring, self-denying, self-pitying, self-punishing,

sensitive, shy, spineless, submissive, suggestible, timid,

weak, worrying.

Contraindicative items (N = 17): aggressive,

arrogant, assertive, boastful, bossy, confident, dominant,

egotistical, forceful, hard-headed, headstrong,

%
independent, opinionated, lious, self-confident,

strong, stubborn.
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15. Deference

Deference in the need to entnblish subordinate

ponitionn and roles in relationship to others.

Individuals who score high on Deference art, patient,

conscientious and unassuming. They prefer anonymity and

the avoidance of conflict rather than winning

interpersonal battles.

Individuals who score loW on Deference prefer

competition, taking risks.and defeating others. They are

impulsive and prefer conflict with others.

Indicative items (N 19): anxious, appreciative,

cautious conservative, conventional, cooperative, gentle,

helpful, inhibited, mannerly, mild, obliging, peaceable,

spineless,. submissive, suggestible,praising, sensitive,

timid.

Contraindicative items

aggressive, argumentative,

autocratic, boastful, bossy,

forceful, headstrong,

individualistic, opinionated,

(N 25): adventurous,

arrogant, asseztive,

conceited, daring, demanding,

rebellious, reckless,

uninhibited.

snobbish,

impulsive, independent,

original, outspoken,

tactless,linconventional,
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CNAPTEH IV

PI(OCEDURES

COLLECTION OF DATA

The purpose of this section of the Project

Demonstrating Excellence is to introduce the specific

methods that were employed in collecting the data for the

:study. This will allow for other researchers to duplicate

'or modify the study and the research design for further

exploration.

In August, 1982, students at St. George's University,

School of Medicine, Grenada, West Indies, were invited to

participate in the study. An announcement of thp'

experiment, along with::"a registration sheet, was posted on

the University' 'Grand Anse and True Blue campuses. The

registration sheet (Appendix 1) allowed for a maximum of

40 participants. This number was arrived at through a

preliminary study from the preceeding semester. It was

determined, that a 20 -to. 25 % attrition rate, could be

expected from medical students participating. in this type

of extracurricular activity.,

Forty medical students signed LIP' for the experiment

with 31 students eventually completing the 'study. A 25%

attrition rate was realized.

The terms of the experiment were made explicit the

beginning of the study. All participating students were

8
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to hnve soh- ulad acceSs to the computaried MSKP Review1
for 1/2 hour par week. , With thin agreement, ottidente were
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scheduled Monday through Fridny from 9 t)0 A.M. to .1100

P.M. for the entire nementer (Augunt through December).

The MSKP Review (Medical. Science Knowledge

is a computer nnnOted irtructton nl network

developed during my counseling internnhip at. St.

Profile)

that

George's

University, School of Medicine. Tho MSKP Toot in A

qualifying examination required of foreign medical

studunts upon completion of their pre-clinical curriculum.

A9 such, studentp aro highly motivated to perform well on

this examination,' In lieu of paid volunteers for the

study, students exchanged.theirl.time for papticipating in

the,research for time on the computer.

Individual appointments were scheduled' for

participants inuolv9d in the study. During the entry

interview, the following eight objectives were met:

1. Collection of biographical, data
2. Collection',of dream and Sleep profiles
3. Identification of"signifidant others"
4. Administration o Adjective Check List-
5. Instruction in dream collection-
6. Adjective Check List recording methods
7. Instruction in dream retention techniques.
8. Scheduling of weekly appointments

1. Collection of biographical data

The biographical data collection sheet asked basic

information (Appendix 2) of the subject. Through

obtaining a. personal history, it was determined' if the

subject had any background of .psychological problems. If

this condition had been detected, the subject would not
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/.
-have been included in the study'. None of

1.nterviewed ind4:Car that they had

psychological problem'S,

stig j,E(0.t:s

: of

.
.,,Ai ;.

., ... .....All subjects, were- assigned .!. ..iaen iCa
,.t. . .

..,,-,.
tords -and ,permalient folders for that` indit,

r er
usingthat,number, 'A. computerize f' eat .

manager 1300)- adfl'.,Used to monitor the es; bjec

.cZ'o,4ress in completifpg dream reports .and the submiison

,appropr.iate forms. .P

C011ection of dream and Sleep, prbf,iles
r ,

The subjects also conplete& a dream an

profile. during .the entry ill viec4.,
N

(Appendix 3) . ,

.1,*?

given to ,tne. subjects for 'easons- .."- -. - ° , ... , .
., ,.

given gather additional information .OW,'Addi'Cal.:
..4, -., ., . ..,,,,!, a. . ; , + '-''°-, ..23 '''' i: ''''' 4'

students' dreaniimg and leepirkg habits,. :: .. i.iasy-,

to, proxi.ide a .tguide for the . subject regarding:, ,dreams.i.....-:',

or the ,parts providecVa platt6rm for further

amsc, and dreaming.diScUssion and,',eXplanation ccincerriing*A

Identif icat ion of 'IsignitiOant oche

Durihg the entry intetirieWH subjecte identified a

"significah,t other-. This spouse,- fFiend, acquaintahce

describe the

St,
had tie charact.eristic

°
of able,

bject inore-adurately than any qother . individual

GeoFge `University. Th "significant. -)other" was
,

c., contacted' at a ,later 'date., ppoi meet was made with
c p . ,

the "signi'fi.dant other" and he/she was administered the

-ACL.4. They were instructed to ge k a;1 of the adjectives,
that best described the 'correspond subject that hid



identified then)4.01 a "significant other."

By (40w-rating a waking ACL .profile

"significant 'other f" another perspective ' of
i

lity was made available

created by
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the subject's "1

for examination. ' This

proided daditiOrml information used in evaluati.ng

elationship between waking an d dreaming ACL Profiles.

As a 'population the significant others .consisted of

either spouses, girl or boy friends of the subject, all of

, -

whom were liVing in Grenada, West Indies. Their ages
,

ranged from 21 to 35. All, were American citizens. The

spouses comprised 33% of the 'significnt , others while the
.,

. :..

girl or Ipy friends were the Y'emai,ning 66%.
,

..:

,,-,t,.

Functionally, tlifr population of , signifiddht . othersi

was designed to provide an external profile of the t.

subject. Iti as. Much as the ' Adjective Check -.List was
t.

origindlly designed- for use: ,with observers in thet 'a

desdription 5rf others . (Gough & Heilbrun _ 1980bI,, the

significant'otherS . were utilized as a third viesi in n
4 4

exploratory capacity. The : >'' int-ent was explore the

significant otherrelationship, if ".betiTeen tie
profille and the subjects' r earns

y incoreporating a .third ,element into the redearch

esign in the- use of the significant other, a platform for

further research was esta.i.. ished.

4. Administration of b ~CheckCheck List
. - '3,
The inistration of t was the first objective

Met dur1:4404 the entry interview. ubjects were given thel

ACT; sheet that consists of 300 adjectives and marked it
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eitIOF m:tle or female appropriately. subjects were

:then instructed tb: choose' all, the adjectives that be.4t

described themselves and were given 15 minutes to complete

..r.he task. After the subject completed the ACL, the form

:was tagged with a number and _filed.
0,

5. Instruction irrdream collection

All dreaM.:repOrts,.rOotded by:subjects 'were home. dream

reports.4i1A,set'of guidelinps--concerning. the recording of

4
repp.as was cpiven,1 to'_ the' subjects The fdllowing
WM : .

YO were.t,:-'inStItutecl: to .:assure that the dream
a.

4,;

being reCordedsyStematically.byall sudjectse:

ream

g104.0

reports were

Q

:All dream.reports"shqpld be.handwritten and no
other meana for, recording should,bp employed.

. Only the,. first dream remembered within the first
10 minutes after,waking up Should be recorded..

C.,Whe dream ieport.should be written,within the
Eirst.7,houraVer. waking

D. Only one dream per day'shodla be recorded.
E: If more than one dream is recalled,in the

morning,. record onlythe first dream that
ZL,
An

Was remembered.
The dream report should be recorded in the
present tense and in as much detail as poSsible.

.Do'ndt inclbde any of your present thoughts,or
feelings regarding the content interpretation
of the dream within the dreak.,,Veportv

, Record the first dream remembredin the morning
re4ardless of its brevity 4>t

These guidelines were eteveloped to standardize the

:collection of dream reports by subjects.

6. Adjective Check List recording methods

The sixth, Objective dealt with the -procedure for

fig ling out the ACL in conjunction with every' dreAm report

recorded. Each deem report Was written on the back of

the corresponding ACL form: The subjects were instructed

4t,
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to read the dream through a second( time to identify all

the symbols within the dream, p.ream symbols were

designated as nouns: persons,,places, things. Subjects

were then asked to examine each symbol ,:as

its interaction within the dream setting

function of they symbol.

to

and

its nature,

the .overall

Only one ACL form was used to evaluate each dream

report. All symbols that were contained, within a giyen

dream report were evaluatecL rlespodses to thede symbOIs

were recorded on one form. Thid'Was -,accV.001,i00' -by

,;subjects considering HeaCh-

dream report and checking all

that, best described that

adjective- wasused only once 't

oi
P

If an

symbol ddring

hid:, the

the ACL

the reporting' of an individual.

the left of the adjective ft4as:'Checke

Multiple entries, or checkin

descdhe two. or more

box, to

pnqe.
. a ,

,

adjedtive-

cream reporsymb)pls with

e same
4

same

that, subjectS?Wer4,Concernedwas an. odcurrence This

was handled through. placing Multiplecheckmarks- in the

block .to the left of the adietimichopen one checkmark

with.

-per symbol.

In thisanr, dreaming;' psychological profile was

generated using each , dream. The data was considered

Applete when the total number of"' adjectives checked from

r: all the dredm ACL forms equaled the number of adjectives

that had been checked, on the sub*cts' waking ACL profile.

By using this procedure, a composite - dreaming



psychological. profile was Created.
1

7. InstrUctiOnAn.Aream,retention techniques

A. prer, iequsi , the collection of.,

dream. reports was t4\ recalling of the dream. To enhance

the subjects' ability to recall dreams, instructions

This consisted of a writtendream retention were given.

inc

instruction manu (Appendix 4) and a 'verbal description

.of techniques. t could be employed.;

8. Schekluli .,of weekly appointments

Weekly appointments were -scheduledf for each subject.

During this time, subjects brought their dream reports and

AcT4'forms for the entire we'ekThet.forms were then codec4

dated and filed. The remainder oCthe' time was spent.. ,with

the subject work ng on ,the MSKP Revier. e

A comput prolram was desiqned,.to 'update

V
subje ts' files ,regarding t'le,np4eA of 4djedtives

on their composite psychological,,drOm roffiles
4

the functions of th4 program was to correct for any

.2
duplicatdi test items checked by subjects on thm

-
dream$

sheet. This insured that the composite dkeam profile's
N'

',the
.

checked

44

number of Adjectives chedked 5as an accurate rathr than

relative quantity.

Two composite dream profiles were never completed nor

used 4n the study because of this proqedure. Both of

these subjects turned in a large Nnumber of dreams bu,t.

perpisted \in checking -the. same tives in all their

dreams. Because the -6ompUter program controlled this
A.

i.

.

occurrence,. the number of adject?.ves checked on the
`.

87
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comosite dream profile never was equal the number of

adjectives checked on the waking ACL profile for -these two

subjects. Thus; within the 4 month time period of the
yr.

study, these profiles were considered invalid.

To design a composite psychological dream profile

that was c nstructed. over time, the dream ACLs were

collected weekly for the month

adjectives ecked On form

ACLs were arranged sing rank

evaluated weekly sing thercompuTr

period.

.

was determ ned and the

The numbdr of

order. These were then

composite dreaming profile was complete

to assess 144 the

(waking numggir--of,

adjectives checked equaled dreamng:, numbdr, of adject

checked).. This procedure assured that the dream-

werecollectedpver4timeandnot the result of one

nightmares.
.

When the composite ps1Cti

adjectives Cri e

run through. the ACL, computer pro/tam
.

Scores T'SCOres a d Z scores for all .15 -Need Scales on

rcomplete,the matrix of "on6e'-- Again
-,.

enerate Raw



CHAPTER IV

PROCEDURES

TREATMENT OF THE DATA

'

7he purpose of ttois section

Demonstrating E'icellence is

t statisical treatment of the data.

Ili

80

,

of the Project

to provide a descr4ion of

Dreaming ACL forms and waking ACL forms were kept in

individual files until the study was .complete.

'Participants were required to bring their dream reports

nd

v.t

corresponding dreaming ACT)

their weekly scheduled appointment.

fdrms for filing durirY4

The waking,

data were identified by attaching the label "Waki

ACL forms cplrg4ted in conjunction with dream ,tepelts re'
k

coded "DI, D2, D36.etc...-." Thedrettm rirts were also°. '4

test

Wo- The
,

coded to correlate with the dreaming ACL form submitted.

In addition, all ACL forms.weige' identified by the date. and

the subject's

D
All statistical tests were

)'waking profile .generated' by

performed
A

the /subjects

.waking profile generated by their

Both of the waking profiles were used

the stib;jects' composite ACL dreaming

waking ACt profile created by

pro/ided an :,external: check of

personalitY. This was also used

89

using the ACL

and the ACL.

"significant other."
'JA,t

in" conjunction with

.profile Using the

"significant other"

the indvidual's

in eulluating the
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relationship b'etween waking kapi dreaming ACL profiles.

Three levels of analysis of the data was performed.

A condescriptive analysis of. the data' was. first completed.

This provided:A physical description of each variable in

three clusters: 15 .need' scale variables relating to

psychological self profiles', 15 need scale varigableS

relating to significant others and 15 need scale variables

relating to-psychological dream` profiles. Reportinr-data

fore each variable included40 mean, varience, range,

kuXitosis, minimum values, standard deviation, skewness and

';maRitlum value These values are recorde# in Appendices '8,

ond'10..

next. _order of reporting indicated the
t's

reldtidnships that existed' between the 15 need scale

variables. An investigation of set relationshipS among

eaired".Va'ilables Was performed using the T -Test. Matche6A

pairs . for all 15 need scale variabSs under three

conditions was accompliShed:

Psychorogicall,Self 'ProTileg,with 'Significant Others;'
.,0Psychological Self'Profile$ with Psychological Dream
Profiles

'3. ,Signifcant Others with Psychological Dream Profiles

M

llg data Tor the match-pair T-Test included standard
- . ?

deviation, t-vglip, and. 2 1 probability. This was
4' .^.4740 4,--,..

acromplishOXitr'determine if he mean differences of the
,.*".,.,

....- 1t ,r""-- 4.
-'71:thr ,prbqies of dream and serf; dream and other, and

,

self and other can be explained as chance fluctuations.
;-,.. . ,

Th rbb.cility,of the.observed means occurring by chance
,

`the pfoportion of the, samples in which the
.,; ..._...i

, .

90: ..
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l

means between the match -pair variablt4s were ias ntrong or
/40

stronger than the observed sample.'

Bivariate correl .ion (waking and dreaming ACL) ming
I

Pearson-Product Moment was then accomplished. Thi:6-

showed 'to what extent prior knowledge of a case's 'value on

one variable enabled the prediction of thp case's values

on the other match-pair variable. The-.....:Atatistical null

hypothesis was based Ion the concept that the variables

under examination we e totally unrelated to each other but
I

were distributed exactly as they were observed in the two

82

. -

e,samples under observation (for xample ACL, waking and ACL .1

S'

dreaming). This was accomplished to determine the

strength positively or :ea of.. .the relationship

between e%1 need variables.th,
....a

, -- The third level of reporting was concerned with the

non-obs'ervable 'r.elati nships that/May exist between ACL.

l't,variables.

The Pearse5n-Product Momentematrix- previously 'created

was then passed to a factor analysis prograM. Usingt this

trditment, second'.'; order factors' were determined. A
40,

multi-variate analysis of, the need scale variables of the

ACL was performed. If the.dreaming ACL Profile was tapping

the same dimension as 'the waking 'ACL. Profile, '(generated

by 'the individual or "significant other ") then the

component factors -created' from the ACL ikaking and AC
,.. .

/

dreaming \eed variables would exhibit a similar make-up
/

of.

/
1st, 2nd and 3rd order factors.

If underlying patterns of relationships existel, the
. / .

91
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original variable set would then be reduced to n smaller

gcoup of-factors. This was taken an the source )varialele

sot accounting for the observed interrelation in the

original paired data (waking and dreaming ACL). This

yielded information about the structuring of , variables in

the waking and dreamirig ACL Profiles in terms of the

number of significant factors and factor loadings. It

also constructed indices that described a new variable set

for the waking and dreaming .ACL Profiles. This was

accomplished so it CoUld be used inlater analysis.

al

a.
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CRApTER V

RESULTS

1 For clarity in the discussion and reporting ,of..the

study, need scalp variables generated using the composite

dream psychological profile will be referred to as

"variable dream" followed by the actual need scale

variable. For example variable "dream" achievement would

indicate the 'variable achievement from the psychological

dream profile. The dream psychological profile will be

yrefecred to as the "dread profile.

' Need scale variableS that were i='utt of the

psychological self profile,'will° be referred to as

"variable self" followed by the actual need scale

varlifble. The self psychological profile will be referred

to as 'the "self profile'.

variables that were generated by the

`significant other profile will be referred to as [variable

_ other" followed by,the actual need scale variable. The

significant other psychological profile will be referred

to as the "other, profile."

As presented .in Chapter II, theoretical and

experimental studies support the concept that there may

exist a relationship, between ,warming and dreaming` stateS.

In the study-the nature of th,is relationship was examined

There were three distinct levels of. valysis

93



were performed to examine the data.

85

1.. Acondescriptive analyaia was performed consisting of a

-phyllical doecription of each Of the 15 need.. scale
variables under the throe tested conditions ..(psychological
dream, psychological self and psychological other); it
can be found in Appendices 6, 7, and 8.

2. An analysis was completed indicating the significant
relationships that exist between the '15 'need scale
variableS under the three tested conditions (psychological
dream, psychological self and psychological other). The
results of this analysis are reported In tabular form in

Tables 1 through 6.

3. Lastly, an/ examination of underlying, patterns to
determine if the original 15 need scales could be reduced
to n smaller group of, factors was accomplished. Thede,
factors may be considered "source variable . sets"
accounting in part for observed interrelationships in the
original data (Tables 20 through 28).

0

The results of the study either substantiated or

rejected the null-hypotheses that were tested. All three

hypotheses dealt` with the existence of relations ips

between the profiles that were generated. 9.
Because the Pearson-Product Moment 'Correlation was

the method emploIed,in testing all three hypotheses, the,

results of these 4irst 'be reported. The

Pearson-Product Moment Correlation examines to watt extent

prior knowledge of'a case's value on one variable enables

the prediction of to case's value oaf variable.

In other terms, it shows to what extent two variables (or.

significankl,p4Wr positivelya group of variables) are

or negatively correlated..

The reported correlations though s .?Sificant, do not

indicate causation. For' it.xample4 the, occurrence ,of the

, ,-

yariable ,"self" affiliatian is , not responsible -4 for 'the
4
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value or,occurronce Of tho variahlo "droam" affiliation..

The importance

knowledge that

or't;titii

when'ohe

iilhificant correlation' is in the

vnr.iablWs value is known, it Can.

be used to predict Lho correlating variable'n value.

The first null-hypothesis tented follows.

1. Thereare no nignificant correlationn between the
subjects'. waking pnycholoqical profile and the .subjects'
dream psychological profile on 15 need ncalen nn gennrnted
from the Adjective Check Lint,

A Pearson-Prodlict Moment Correlation. wan per

and significant positive and negative correlations at OW

.05 level were tabulated' (Table; 1, 2). In Table 2-

:4IC

correlations less than the '.05 level If significance were

.cmitted from the tnble-for clarity. In examining the 15

by 15 matrix that was generated, only two significant

correlations emerged. ._..

. The "self" variable, nfliliation compared' with the
.p

.11
. *2

variable ,"dream" affiliatioW positively correlated at -the

.63 level. 'Affiliation is the. need, to establish: and

maintain many persOnal relationship, 1., The correlation.
t

between dream affiliation and s-eif affiliatden,

that the subjects' perception of their'need
.

end maintain relationships also -eMerges

direction during the dream state.

indicates

to. establish

The second significant C,Ocrelat observed was

between the variable "self" ,heterosexuality and the

variable "dream" affiliatjon at the .62

Heterosetmlity is the need to establish relationships and
4 ,

,,inteTaptilanst withf.t.members of the , opposite sex. This

95
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o4relation 4ndicateS that tho sohiects' poroeived nood tO

iestakilish'and maintain r1 .-tL I endh ip' tiur I n wik tnq realkty

r0-01i10'gos..0 j&u onneorns durin4 thoir droamo,

In examining each ; these ' eorroiettlon, It li

intorent,ing to note that the -,,variahle "drealm" cttttIitlon

Ii pairod: with hoth.of thf,1 "self" vatiAbles. 'A- ApottSitilt;

exiionation for these obServed Corrolat ions involves the

re dreams t,hemneIves. This d ream reality in

.viSnally oriented with the main action of the dream

containing , interactionn with :other individuals. Both

correlations' ate dealing with interactions wi.th (Ahern,
.

characteristic not uncommon within the dry:* landscape.

Other than these two correlations, the first .null

`hypothe§isOf. the study was pro t t,venoo be correct;..

4/

There

were no significant relations between 'the psychologtical

d'ream'profile and the 'psl, holog'ical self Afile,

The implications, resul ing from correlations between

dream anti selof profiles on: all 15 need scales were -in

defining the type and strength of ;relationship between the

two state. If a positive correlation- between a majority

of need scale variables had existed, an indication that

th9/ concerns of the waking reality as viewed 'by the

subject ,Were being reproduced during the dreaming reality

would have been evident. This may have shown a continuity
4

i3t,ween waking and dreaming states and substantiate., that

dreams function in an zAptive manner. If the

'correlations that emerged had been significantly negative,

. the dream 'state may have been viewed' as compensatory,

1.



projecting an'Enverse relationship.\of psychological' needs

.from what is pers.e.ved by, the ,subject. during waking

reality.

From t e. observation f no significant correlations

between the dream profile and self profile, no conclusions

concerning the function of the dream state can be"/formed

from the study What can be determined from the data is

that there exists no relationship between subject,

perceived needs and dreaming needs (other than( .the two

positive correlations). The resulte that were observed

may have been due to the'inability Of the test instrument

/to adequately reflect the needs that were exhibited in. the
. ,

dream'state (Section VII).

If
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Table 1

Pearson-Product Moment Correlaticin

DreamiPsychological Profile
6. paired with

Self Psychological Profile.

Ach Dom. End .4011.

_Ach .37

Dom .39 .38

End .29 .34 .06

Ord .35 .29 .05 .03

Int( .27 ..28 .08 .04

Nur .07 .20 .19 .08

Aff 0 .24 .07 .03
0

Het .31 .18 .10 ,11

Exh .10' .07 -.20
t

-.06

Aut ..12 -.13 -.08

Agg :23 .05 -.15 -,,07

Cha .07 -.12 -.04 .01

Suc .01 -.05 .13 -.24

Aba ,t.17 -.20, .14 t'.01

Def .06 .20 .29 ;12

Ach Dom End' Ord

Dream Need Scale-Variables
Into Nur Aff Het Exh Aut Agg. Cha uc Aba Def

r

.38

.17 0

. .20 .63

.38

.03

.30 ,

-.13

.62

:26

.03 -.15 .13

.12 .02 .20

.31 .16 .40

.21 .07. .31

.08 .Z4 .08

.07 .14 .tr

Int Nur Aff

I

1'

.49

.09

-.17

.19

.28

34

Het

.38

.08 .21,

,14 .05 .09

.03 .12*-.22 .23

.15 .03r- -.03 .00 .23

-.13 -.24 -.22 -.07' .01° .02
%

.0g--,06 .03. -.17 -.19 -.32 .07

Exh Aut Agg Cha Suc Aba Def
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Table..4

Pear sonrPtCduc t Moment CokrelatiOn

s._ Dream Psychological Profile
.

.

. paired with
* - ..

Self Psych61o4ical Prbfile
4:* . >> .05 le4el

/
.

i )
1 Dream Need Scal9/ Variables

Ach, Doin End Ord Int °Nur Aff Het Exh it Agg , -Ch'`. Suc Aba Def

6

0

r

Ach

Dom

End

Ord

a
Int

Ij

t-

Nur

Aff, *

'Exh

Aut

Agg

Cha

Suc

Aba

Def

*

*

*

*

r,
. 63

. 62

* - *

as

t I

*

* * * *J..4,

* * * * * *

* * 1*

Ach Dom
r

End Ord Int Nux AfE 'Het Ex Apt Agg Cha' Spc Aba Pet

t
a.
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The second hypothesis tested ',during the study dealt

with the relationshipS between the dreaming psycbologidal

profile and the other pSychological prOfile.

/2.4 There .are :.1o, sign.kficant correlations between the
psychological profile as ;generated by significant hers
'and the: subject's dreaming psychological profile oh 15
need scales created froM the Adjective Check bpist.

A t

V,
%

,
.

.

The Pearson-Product Moment Correlation wag' performed

a ,,second time "and ignifioant paisitre and negative

A --°
7d'

* \. ri i

corkelations at the .005 level were tabulated (Table 3, 4).(

Correltions less than the .05 level of significance were
. .

omitted for clarity on Table 4. Only one significant
L

-2
I.

A

correlation emerged, that df variable "drgam" affiliation
,

with the variable "other" succorance.

;,The observed correlation indicates that Subjects who

had dreams showing, a need to establish and maintain
-

personal relationships were viewed by their significant

others -as subjects exhibiting a need to solicit sympathy,

affection, or eMotional s%pport from ot/ hers.

The 'objective , of the second hypothesi4s was to

determine 'if an outside observer of c they subjects'

psychological needs, correlated with' the subjects' dream

Qrofilel.t. If the following tWo conditions ,exrsted: 1. self

'profile daes 'not correlate with dream, profile, and 2. other

profile correlates with dream profile, then it may have

been possible to deducg either a compensatory or adaptive

functioning of dreams.

Under these conditions, dreams may have been viewed



At,

as tapping into the

sig ificahother. The implications .for. uslIng dreams

the apeutic setting to determine. psychological needs that

were being overlooked may4 have b e ,substantiate4.,' The

results of the'secoild'hypothesis were however, contrary td
/

-,a,.\

these indications. Dreams can not be\ viewed, as assessing
, lr

psychological needs in relationship' to the observations of

same dimension in.analyzing needs as a
f

in a

significant' others or ,the subjects themqelves: The

diMensions that are beingpported in the .dream' state
/

''aonceping, psychological needS,re not .congruent to those

of waking reality.

Other than a singular correlation, the 's'econd

hypothesis of the study was proven to be correct. There

were no coryelation's between 'dre'a prOfile and other

profile.

,

14,



Table 3.

.Pearson-Product .tdoment.Correlation

Dr am PsycholOgicd1 Profile
- , paiced with.

SI ifi ant Other) Psychological Profilef

Dream Need,Sc le.Vatiables:
6Ach :Dom. End Ord Int Nur Aff 'Het Vb ::AU AA g' Cha O

7

ue A a Def4 ,

Dom --.11,-.01

oil ---- .

,.End -48 .05 '-.09

/
Ord7,42' -.10 -.11 -.16

4 /

.15 .16 .02 .06 .30

Nur .23 .17 .04 .04 .29 4;15

A

4ff, .19 . .05 .31 .00 .30

Het .06 .06 -.05 .02 .25, .02 .2r 17

Exh -.1'4 -.02 -.18 -.06 -.17 -4.61/4 .16

Aut'-.17 =.19 -.22 -. 2 '-.51 -.33 -.29 -.14 -.03% .d7

M

h

t

#

.43

A (-

,Agg -%20 -,11 -.11 16 .00 -.

111

Cha -101" -,.06 .03 .09 .00 -1.15 -4'01 -.10 .04 .

/

Suc 1.0:-.13 -.11 -.112 .27 .36. .53 .28 .04 -A.0 -. -.25 .30
1

_ 4.

Aba 4241.13 .04 -.06, .34 .44 .41 .25 -.06 -.2q, , 4 .f5
.

.08,.11
t ,

- (
/

-,-';

) v ' 9 1 '

Def .07 .06 -.06 .36 .30'' .26 .11 7,05 -. 0 i-.19 .12 7.7.05 -.07 .12
-r

Acta, Dom End Ord 1n1 Nur Aff Exh'/A4,,' Agg. Suc Aba Del!
,



Table 4

Pearson-Product MoMent Correlation
;
Dream Psychological Profiie

. . - paired with
Signif1:64ri:f. Other Psychological Profile

> .0t level
I

Ach Dom
A Dream 'Need Scale Variables

End Ord Int Nur Aff Het Exh. Aut 'Agg Cha ,Suc Aba f

End

Ord

Int

I

Aff,

Het'

Exh.

Auto

Agg

Cha

Suc

Aba

Def

*

..; -c
*

*

*

Ach Dom End

*

*

*

* * *

*1 *

* * * * * *

* *

* * * * * * *

* 4*

*

* .53

*

*

*

*

rt

*

*

,,

* *

* * * * * *

Ord Int ur Aff Het Exh Aut. Agg Cha Suc Abet Dof
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Lastly, the third null_ull_ hypothesis was' designed to

examine the relationships between the self and, other

psychologital profile.

J. There are no significant correlations between the
. subject's waking psychological profile and the
psychological profile as generated, by the significant

' 'other on 15 need scales as created from the Adjective(
Check List.

A Pearson-Product Moment Correlation was run a' third
4

correlations attime and significant positive and negative

the .05 level were tabulated (Table 5,

less than the .05 level of significance

cla ity on Table 6.

6). Correlations

were omitted for

In the 15 by 15 matrix thus created,

significant correlations were observed and

significant correlation emerged. Seven of the

significant correlations Were fOund

15' positive

one negative

0.6 observed

be matCh-paired

variables. For example', variable ."self" dominance %%Taal

found to be significantly correlated with the

"other" dominance. Variable "self" enddtarice was

variable

found to

be significantly correlated with the variable "other"

endurance. Variable, Pself" order was found to be

.significantly correlated with the variable. "other" order.
4

.

, , \Thd interpretation of. these match7paired correlations

deatEk_ th perception of needs. The subjects' percepon

of their psychological heeds. (how they view themselves) is

congruent with the perception .of their significant 'other

c(how others view them). These match-paired agreemonta of
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perception accounted 'for 47% of all correlations between

self and other psychological profijes.

In., the correlation' matrix, five "other" Variables

correlated positively with the variable "self" endurance.

These "otbe0' variable's were endurance, order,

intraception, nurturance and affiliation. Endurance is

the ability to -continue regardless of difficulty to meet

any objective that is undertaken. Subjects who perceived

themselves exhibiting the need 'endurance were viewed by

their significant others as also exhibing order,

intraception, nurturance and affili&tion.

One negatively significant correlation occurred

between variable "self" exhibition and the variable

"other" deference.. Subjects who had a n ed to Ilehave in a

manner to elicit the immediate attention of others were

viewed by their significant, others as not having the need

to establish Subordinate positiodn and roles in

relationship to others. v.

Four. variables "self" correlated with variable

"other" affiliation. IndiviAals with these four needs

Intracoption, Order, Endurance and Achievoment were
,41

perceived by their significant others needing to

establish and maintain. many personal relationships.. The

remaining significant 'correlation consisted of. A nocond

correlationfound with the "self" intraception variable

and the "other" nurturance variable.

The third null hypothesis was not substantiated from

the number of correlations observed. This indicates that

1,05
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overall, the subjects': perception of themselves is being

verified by the -significant others perception of the

subjects' needs. A relatively large portion of 'the need

scale variables are being reproduced during the waking

reality. as compared to the dream condition.

In viewing the'se three sets of correlations,

Jelyeam/self, dream/other, self/other) some general

conclusions can be drawn. There seems to exist a waking

reality agreement of the perceived and observed

psychological needs' of the subjects, particularly among

match-paired variables. There is no evidence. that an

agreement Of needs' exists between the dream state and

waking reality (subjects' perception of needs and the

dream or betwen the dream and thy' significant others'

perception of the subjects' needs) The dreaming Itat
4

flOOM:3 to be tapping into another area 11 experience nnd

not reproducing the psychologicnl need concerns, of wnkinq

rorIty. ReCommondations for fuure studios

presented in 'Chapter VII.
9
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Table 5

Pearson-Product Moment Correlation

Self Psychological Profile
paired with

Significant 0th.r P'sychological. Profile

.
Se)lf Need Scale V.iilabfes

Ach Dom End Ord Int Nur Aff Het Exh Aut Agg Cha Sue Aba Def
. A

Ach .40

Dom .31 .50

End .25 .21 .53

'Ord .31 .20 .54 .52

Int .43 ..23 .54 .44 .56

Nur .44, .29...54 '.45 .55

Arc .54 .42 .54 .50 .50
0

Hot .45 .45 .41 .36 .33

Exh .31 .46 .1.0 .12 .,00

Ma, .60 .24 -.20 -. -.16

Agg-.94 .22 -.20 -.20 -.19

Chn ,17 .26-.15 -.16 -.15

Sue .23 -.01 .22 .18 .35

Aba -.12 -.39 .10 .06 .39

Dof -.01 -.27 .20 .19 .35

Ach Dom End Otd tnt

.43

.25 42

.22 .41 .41

4

-.01 .27 .37

-.40 -.10 .10

-.22 -.04 .20

-.20 .08 .27

.34 .39 .12

.40 .12 -.21

.31 .00 -.20
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Nur Aft Het

r.

.60

. 4H .41
.0"

.42 .21 .36

.44 .41. .35 .54

-.01 -.02 -.10 .18 .12

-.46-.41 -.49 -.12 .23 .54

-.50 -.30 -.39 -.25 .10 .36 .44

Poch Aut Agg Chn Sue Aba hot



Table 6

Pearson-Product Moment Correlation

Self Psychological Profile
paired with

Significant Other Psycftlogical Profile
y . > .05 level

Ach

Dom

End

Ord

tnt

Nur

Aff

,Hot

Ex10

Aut

Awl

Chi

Ach

A

A

A

.54

A

DOM

.50

'A

A

A

A

oEnd

A

Ord

.

.54

.54

.54

A

.52

.50

A

S61f Need Scale fliriablon
Int . Nur Aff

.55

.50

Het Exh Aut Aqq Cha Sue Aba Def

(

460

A A A 'A A A A

A 4 A 4 .54 .

* 4 4

Aba 4' 4

Def A A a a -.50

Ach' Dom Etia Ord tit Nur Aff Het pch Aut: Agri (11. :lue Abi 1)cif

1.08
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,CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

'Although it is beyond the speoific objectives
,-.

study, inter -scale °correlations ; were.. examined. The

objective of this 'repeirch was,not to explore the profiles
/-

4
of speciAfia vocational group (medical stydents) but

100

v

the

rather to study the relationships between waking aWd

dreaming .states. The follOWing _informati& is not

specifically related to'the hypotheges of the study. It

'does however, clarify the nature of the Pelements that

contributed to the formation of the need scale variable

relationships.

'The Pearson-Product Mroment Correlation was perforted

to determine the intercorrelations within each

psychological profile (dream, self,: and other). The 15

variables of the dream profile were compared with

themselves (Tables 7,8). Match-paired variables "dream"

naturally correlated at the 1.00. level being perfect

correlations with themseyies. Through this examination,

21 significant correlations emerged with five of the total

being negative. Fourteen correlations were expected in

comparison with normative data. Normative data concerning

intercorrelations (Gough & Heilbrun, 1980b) are reported

in Tables 29 AND 3(1.' When maskihg the dream profile using

this data, expected\correlations drop out of the matrix

leaving correlations that were not expected. After
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masking with normative 'aata, onlynly six or sinificant
. ,

cgrrelations 4 are observed' -(Table 9). These
lb

intercorrelations ollow.

1. Dominance and Endurance
The creation and enforcement of dominant 4oles in
relationships and the heed to continue regardless of
difficulty.

2. Nurturance and Heterosexuality
Tile ability to engage in behaviors that provide material
or emotional /support and the, need to establish
relationships with members of the oppobite sex.

3. Achievement, and Change
The desire to be /outstanding and the need'to avoid routine.

4. Exhibition and Change
Behaving in a way to elicit tae attention of ,others and
the need to avoid routine.

5. Endurance° and Abasement (Negative)
Continuing regarldless of difficulty and the need to not
express inferiority.

6. Nurturance and Deference
Engaging in behaviobrs that provide material or emotional
support and the need to establish subordinate roles in
relationships,.

A The intercorrelations of the subjects' dream profiles

ate qualities not observed in the normative data. , Theate

to create dominant roles may be mirrored in the

authoritarian role of the physician. The ability to

perservers is essential for completion of an intenlive and

exhaustive 'curriculum, with years of internships and

residencies. The desire to excell is perhaps a component/

of perserverance in that it propels and motivates the

6tudents toward goal completion,. Coupled with the desire

for excellence is a freedom from mundane routine which may
eb
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Pearson-Product Moment Correlation

Dream Psychological Profile.

Ach Dom Eild Ord Int Nur' Aff Het Exh Aut Agg Cha Suc Aba Def

Ach

Dom .80

End .62 .55

Ord .45 .29 .80

Int .48A.29 .38 .38'

Nur .12 -.05 .29 .25 .65

Aff .40 .17 .21 .23 .74

Het .31 .26 .22 .11 .46

Exh .34 .53 -.02 -.13 .08

Aut .19 .37 -.26 -.27 -.07

Agg .44p-,12 7.22 -.34

Cha .50 .44 -.13 -.30 .35

Suc -.16 -.30 -.49 -.41 -4 0

Aba -.39 -..66 -.52 -.36 .02

Def -.16,-,38 .21 .36 .13

Ach Dom. End Ord Int

4

.70

.61'

s.

.29 .34

-.45. .02 ..00 .56

-.72 -.46 -'.12 .39 .53

.14 .48 .30 .50 .31 .17

.03 .30 .18 .13 .11 .01 .31

.22N.21 .09 -.32 -.34 -.36 .06 .57

.55 ..19 .01 -.61 -.73 -.72 -.72 -.40 .41

Nur Aff 'Het Exh Auto Agg Cha Suc Aba Def

. ,



Table 8

Peagson-Product,Moment Correlation

Dream Psychological Piofile
Intercorrelations > .05 level

Ach Dom 'End Ord \Int Nur Aff Aiet Exh Aut Agg Cha Suc Aba Def

Ach

Dom :80'

End .62 .55

Ord

Int

Nur.

Aff

Het

Exh

Aut

Agg

Cha .

Suc

,Aa * -.66 -.52 * * * * *

Def * * * * .55 * *

* * .80'

* * *

*

* .65

.74

*

.70

.5 .61

.53 * * *

* * * * * * *

4

* * * * * * * *

50 * * * * * *

.

* * * * *
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.56

* .53

.50 *

* *

* *

-.61 -.73 -.72

Exh Aut Agg

;

Cha Suc Aba Def
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04

Dream Psychological.Profile
_Masked with .Normative Data
In'trabirelaticins > .05.level I-

4

AcK Dom End. Ord Int Nur Aff Het Exh Aut 'Agg Cha "Suc A,a Def

Ach

Dom *

End .55

Ord

Int

Nur

Aff.

Het

Exh * * *

.

Aut * * *

Agg * * * *

Cha .50

Suc

kba * -.52

)ef

Ach Dom End Ord

.55
se.

* *

-

* * * * *

* *

*

.55 *, *

Int Nur_ Aff Het Exh Aut Agg Cha Suc Aba
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a I

d

low .for more `,vital experiences Lend decision making

processes. The trait of not assuming subordinate. .

40.

positions within relationships recurrs accenting the

physician,'s role as autonomous. These are the need

characteristics that were intercorrelated in medical

students' dreams.

The 15' variables of the self profile were

.match-paired with themselves' (Tables 10, 11).

Match-paired "self" variables naturally correlated at the

1.00 level being perfect correlations with themselves.

Through this examination, 43 significant correlations

emerged with eight of the total berhg)negative (Table, 11).

Through the application of normative data (Table 12),

25 non-expected significant correlations were found, with

two of the correlations being negative. 'There were five

"self" variables that correlated with the majority oft

variables.

1. Dominance (the need to create and enforce leadership
roles) with: Endurance, Order, Affiliation,
Heterosexuality, Autonomy and Aggression. s.

i .
Achievement (the desire to be outstanding) with:

ntraception, Affiliation, Heterosexuality and Exhibition.r
3. Affiliation (the need to establish personal
relationships) with: Achievement, Dominance, Endurance and
Order.

4. Heterosexuality (the need to establish relationships
with members of the opposite sex) Kith: Exhibition
Autonomy, Aggression and Change.

5. Change (the need to avoid routine) with:
Heterosexuality, Exhibition, Autonomy and Aggression.
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1 to
Table 10

4

Pearson-Product Moment C6rrolation

Self Psycliologfcal Profile

r

Ach'

Ach Dom End Ord Int Nur Aff Het Exh Aut Agg Cha Sup' /:,Aba. .pef

'Dom .85

End .80 .68

Ord .77 .63 .89

Int .56 .32 .74 .70

Nui .27 .17 .40 .78

Aff .65 .54 .62 .62 .76 .76

Het .65 .76 .44 .44 .33 .31 .71

Exh .63 .74. .27 .23 ..07 -.05 .41 .71

Aut .45 .53 .02 .10 -.18 -.45 .08 .46 .75

Agg .48 .63 '.07 .13 -.27 -.47 .03 .57 .73 .77

Cha .35 .34 -.10 -.14 .00 -.06 .35 .59 .65 .67 .51.

Suc .01 -.10 -.01 .03, .27 .32 .25 .04 -.01 -.23 -.21'

Aba-.46 -.61 -.22 -.17 .07 .33 .01 -.28 -.63 -.72 -. 2

Def-.29 -.39 .14 .14 .36 .61 .17 -.26 -.65 -.85 -.77

-.09

".39 .43

-.65 .30 .75

ow'

Ach Dom End Ord Int Nur Aff Het Exh Aut Agg Cha SUc 'Aba Def



'TOO 11

PParson-Proa4 VIMeinent correlntion
4 9

01 f P4 OiologrcnI.Trofile *
nterC9jr 0:latiend >.1-,05 level

4

,

Aff :54 .62 .62 .76 .76

Exh

Het

Aut

. 3 .74

.65 .76

.53, *.

* , .63 *

* *

Agg:,

,
.,

Cha

.71,

.75

* *
. 5 7 .73 .7,7'

* * *
, .59 ,,.6 ;67 .51

. ,.
Suc * * * * *

, * *

Aba * -.61 * * * * -.63 -.72 -.62

Def * * * * * .61 -.65 -.85 -.77 -.65 * .75
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Tablo 12

Pflarfiqp-Prtiduct Momopt Corrolation/

Sole Psychological Profilo
Maakod with Normative DAta
Intorcotrolationn > .05 level

Ach Dom En d Ord Int

Ach
Os

Dom *

End * .68

Ord * .63

Int .56 .74 .70 '

Nur * .53

Aff . 65 _54 .62 :62 *

Nur Aff "Hot Exh Aut Aqq Cha Suc Aba Doi

iiet .65 .76 * * * *

Exh .63 * * * * * .71

Aut * .53 * * * .75 *

.,.

Agg * .63 * * * * .57 *

Cha * * * * 4----___ * .59 .65 .6 7' .51

Suc A * f* *

Aba * * * * * * -.62 * *

Def * * .61 * * * -.65

Ach Dom End Ord Lit Nur Aff Het Exh Aut .:Agg Cha Suc Aba Doe
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The 15 variables of the profile other ware compard

with the fitIMO 1.5 variables of the profile other (Tables

13, 14). MatCh-;paired -variablen ",,ether" naturally

correlated at, the 1.00 level being perfect correlations

with themselves. Through'this examination, 36 significant

correlations emerged witch 14 of the total being nolative

(Table 15).

Through the application of normative data, 13

significant cerrelations that were not expected were

observed of the correlations being negative. The variable

"other" change correlated with four of
/1

the "other"

inter-scale variables.

1. Change (The need to avpid routine and the exploration
of the new) with: Endurance (negative), Exhibition,
Autonomy and Aggression.

1.09

To determine.if the mean differences of the three

profiles of dream and self, dream and other, and self and

other, using match-paired variables can be explained as

chance fluctuations, the t-test was employed. Differedces

between the match-paired varidLes less than the .05 level

indicate that the sample means are fluctuating about a

common mean. Essentially these match-paired Variables can

be considered to be a stable match-pair. Consequently,

differences between these means would be insignificant.

Differences between the match-paired variables

greater than the .05 level indicate information useful in

-determining the differences, between these match-paired

variables.
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13!

PaArrion-Prokluot Moment Corrt214tfot,

Siqnificant Othor' Payoholoqical.Profihl

Aff

Ach

Dom

End

Ach

.71

.74

*Dom

.24

End Ord Int Nur

Ord .67 .19 .93

Int .46 .12 .58 .58

Nur .25 .01 .43 .39 .86

Aff .45 .32 .38 .39 .87 .81

Het .41 .44 .23 .15 .64 .66 .86,

Exh .28 .77 -.18 -.23 -.10 -.12 .16

Aut .20 .65 -.34 -.35 -.35 -.48 -.12

Agg .22 .61 -.28 -.32 -.48 -.56 -.33

Cha .06 .49 -.51 -.56-.06 -.04 .23

Suc .00 -.32 .16 .21 .37 .31 .22

Aba -.28 -.69 .25 .27 .32 .37 .04

Def -.20 -.63 .38 .42 .39 .49 .18

Ach Dorn End Ord Int Nur Aff

4

1

Het 1416 Ant Acrl eha *.iuo Aba Oolf

I
.36

.04 .73

-.05 .69 .76

.44 .63 .62 .52

.18 -.19 -.41 -.10 -.19

-.10 -.67 -.81 -.61 4.60 -.60

-.04 -.73 -.88 -.82 -.68 .33 .83

t19
Het Exh Aut Agg Cha Suc Aba Def



T41)111 14

Vcatdoti-P(04UOt Moment. cort-1;:iltiun

OthOr Voyoholoqient Ptori1c1
Intareorrillnriond Ictvc,1

/tett

Act)

Dom End Aff 44t Kx4 Aut. Aqq Ch* Abft Bdr

V

Ord Int 'Nt4r

Dom .71

End .74

Ord .67 .93

Int .58 .58

Wur 40 a '
* .86

Aff * *
* * .87 .81

* * * .64 .66 .86

Exh *

AUt "

Agg *

Cha *

Suc *

.77 I a a a a

.65 * A * *. *
* .73

.61 * * * '-.56 * * .69 .76

* .-.51 -.56 * * * * .63 .62 ,52

*. * * * * * * * * it
*

\
Aba * -r.69 * * * * *

Def * -.63 * * * * *

* -.67 -.81 -.61 -.60

* -.73 -.88 -.82 -.68
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Ach

Dom

go-

0.41)1e 1

Pc4144,M-VtoAilot Mcimeot etajlAticotil

:ligtittte4ot ot dr Pdyeholoqte41 Prilftld
M4shod ith NormArivd DAtes

Ititcf(Wrol4tiOnd ,W) level

Ach Oom End Ord Int Nur Aft Hot

End a

Ord

Int

Nur

Aff i

Het

Exh

Agg

Cha

Suc

Aba

Def

116-"

.58 .58

*

P:14h At Aqq e4el. :Itje 4h4 Dar

* * * .64 .66

* *

* .61 * * * * * * * *

* * -.51 * * * .63 .62

*

Ach Dom End Ord Int Nur Aff Het Exh Aut
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.52

%hp

-.61 -.60

-.68
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ww.td exottlflin9 tha matoh-v4lictl Y4C44W44 b.stwean

the iite4m ptor i le 4h4 the act!' pturtie4 tuol thAth-p#1.1.4

variatAc0 emt.) 40 0t4410. jr.,

1. Domi.ncinWe

J. txhlbttir7s
4. Ch4ncla
4. Atsadcment

The tem4ini14 thetti7h-pAttml vati4t)1(1 yioltictO

intOrM4flOn th4t W44 dactiptIv. In .c1x4mininq the mean

ditte.retnea or thaaa v4r14bleti . OeVeli the MAtill-p4ifed

variablen had loWor huland on the dream profile tan t

nolf prof t Ie. Thone noven variablen °dream foil

1. Achievement
2. Endurance
3. Order
4. IntrAcoption
5. Norturance
6. Affiliation
7. Heterosexuality

This information in indicating that the subjects'

dreams were less concerned with being' outstanding or

continuing to strive <regarcilss of rdiffCculty than when

Awake. The dream ntat& seems to be -lens ordered than

waking reality andldoes not concern itself with attempting

to understand others or establishing significant

relationships to the degree that is exhibited while the

subject is awake.

The remaining four match-paired variabl es. had

higher mean on the dream profile than the self profile.

1. Autonomy
2. Aggression
3. Succorance
4. Deference
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Table 16

t-Test

Dream Psychological Profile
match-paired with

Self Psychological Profile

Variable Mean S.D. T-Ratio 2-Tail Probability

Achievement Self 10.32 6.04 -2.38 0.02
Dream: 07.71 4.67

Dominance Self: 06.23 5.20 -1.60 0.12
Dream: 04.68 4.45

Endurance Self:
Dream:

07.48 5.99
01.58 4.60

-4.49 0.00,

Order Self: A6.29 x..24 4.23 0.00
Dream: 01.26 4.18

Intraception Self: 12.81, 5.46 -8.00 0:00
Dream: 04.90: 4.26

N.

-Nurturance Self: 13.29 6.14 -8.93
Dream: 01.03 5°93

zr0.00

Affiliation Self: 19.35 8.32 -5.81 0.00
Dream:- 12.48 6.59

Heterosexuality Self: 08.77 ,4J6l -3.03 0.01
Dream: 06.45 3.66

Exhibition Self:' 03.00 5.45 1.27. 0.22
Dream: 04.23 3.96

AutonomY Self: 03.13 4.59 4.65 0.00
Dream: .07.87 4.41

Aggression Self: -2.77 4.86 5.31 0.00
Dream: 03.23 ^y1R43

Change Self: 05.97 3.95 .-1.55 0.13
Dream: 04.61 3.90

.

.

-Succorance Self.: .00.65 2.23 3.44 0.00
Dream: 02.58 2.75,

Abasement Self: -0.16 3.67 0.41 0.68
A Dream: 00.26 4.41

Deference Self: 00.58 5.60 -3.39 0.00
Dream: -3.74 4.76
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The four match'- paired variables would be expected to

be lower during. the dream state. 'Individuals are' very

often the center of attention during the dream and find
k

themselves in conflicts that are dealt. with in an

aggressive manner. These stressful situations leave

individuals feeling inadequate during the dretm.

The second set of match-paired variables observed was

between the dream profile and the profile other (Table

17). Six match-paired variables emerge as stable.

1. Achievement
2. Dominance
3. Heterosexuality
4. Exhibition
5. Chang

-6. Abasement

The remaining nine match-paired variables

information that was descriptive Five

mat44-paired variables had lower

profile than the profile other.

1. Endurance
2. Order
3. Intraception
4. Nurturance
5. Affiliation

yielded

the

means, On the dieaM

Four match-paired variables had a higher mean. on the

dream profile than the profile other.

1. Autonomy
2. Aggression
3. Succorance'r
4. DeferenCe.

The last match-baj.red variables examined were between

the self profilie.and the prOfile othei (Table 18)., Of the

15 match-paired variables, 13 were stable..
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Table 17

trTest

Dream Psychological Profile
match7paired with

Significant Other Psychological Profile

Variable

Achievement Other:
Dream:

Dominance Other:
Dream:

Endurance Other:
Dream:

Order Other:
Dream:

Intraception Other:
Dream:

Nurturance Other:
Dream:'

Affiliation Other:
Dream:

Hetersexuality Other:
Dream:

Exhibition Other:
,. Dream:

Autonomy Other:
Dream:

Aggression Other: .
Dream:

Change Other:

'
Dream:

Succorance Other:
Dream:

Abasement Other;
Dream:

Deference Other:
Dream:

Mean S.D.

09.90 5.47
07.71 4.67

05.90 5.75
04.68 4.45

06.84 6.49
01.58 4.60

Q6.06 6.54
01.26 4.18

10.58 6.02
04.90 4.26

12.03 7.13
01.03 5.93

16.10 7.61
12.48 6.59

08.19 4.16
06.45 3.66

03:55 5.83
'04.23 3.96

02.68 4.65
07.87 4.41

-1.48 5.52
03.23 4.43

04.71 4.95
04.61 3.90

00.03 2".99

02.58 2.75

-0.84 3.76
00.26 4.41

00.29 4.93
-3.74 4.76

T- Ratio. 2-Tail Probability

-1.66 0.11

. 4.94 ,.0.36

-3.54 0.00

-3.22 0.00

-5.06 0.00

-7.16 0.00

-2.41 0.02

-1.92 0.06

0.58 0.57

4.66 0.00

3.68 0.00

y -0.08 0.94

4.16 0.00

1.12 0.27

-3.48 0.00
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Table 18

t-Test

Self Psychological Profile
match-paired with

Significant Other Psychological Profile

Variable Mean S.D. T-Ratio 2-Tail Probability

Achievement Self: 10.32 6.03 0.37 0.71
Other: 09.90 5.47

Dominance Self: 06.23 5.20 0.33 0.75
Other: 05.90 5.75

_Endurance Self: 07.48 5.99 0.59. 0.56
Otter : 06.84 6.49

Order Self: 06.29 5.24 0.21 0.83
Other: 06.06 6.54

Intraception- Self: 10.58 6.02 -2.29 0.03
Other: 12.81 5.46

Nurturance Self: 12.03 7.13 -0.98 0.34
Other: 13.29. 6.14

Affiliation Self: 16.10 7.61 -2.11 0.04
Other: 19.35 8.32,

Hetersexuality Self: 08.19 4.16 -0.71 0.48
Other: 08.77 4.61

Exhibition Self: 03.55 5.83 0.60 0.55-
Other: 03.00 5.45

Autonomy Self: 02.68 4.65 -0.50 0.62
Other: 03.13 4.58

Aggression Self: -1.48 5.52 1.22 0.23
Other: -2.77 4.86 f

Change lf: 04.71 4.95 -1.60 0.12
Oth r: 05.97 3.95

Succorance Sel : 00.03 2.99 -0.97 0.34
Other: 00.65 2.23

Abasement Self: -0.84 3.76 -1.06 0.30
Other: -0.16 3.67

Deference Self 0049 4.93 -0.29 0.77
Other: 00.58 5.61'

t
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1. Achievement
2. Dominance
3. Endurance
4. Order
5. Nurturance
6. Heterosexuality
7. Exhibition
8. Autonomy
9. Aggression
10. Change
11. Succorance
12. Abasement
13. Deference

There were only two match=paired variables that were

descriptive.

.1. Intraception
2. Affiliation

Intraception and Affiliation both had a higher mean

on, the profile other than the self profile. This is

indicating that significant others observed the subjects

to be- higher in the desire to understand, their own

behavior and having a need to maintain personal

/
relationships than the subjects perceived'of themselves.

In Vigwing dream/self and dream/other profiles, some

similarities become apparent (Table 19). Several

- match-paired variables showed the same direction of high'

and low mean scores. The following matc -paired variables

were found to have lower mean scores in-t e dream state as

opposed to the waking state (self and ther psychological

profiles) .

1. Enduran e
2. Order
3. Intraception
4. Nurturance
5. Affiliation
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Table 19

t-Test Comparison

Dream, Self, and Significant Other
Psychological Profiles

119

Match-Paired
Variables

Dream/Self Dream/Other Self/Other
Mean Mean Mean

Achievement LrAT High Stable Stable4
i

Dominance Stable Stable Stable

Endurance . Low High Low High Stable

Order. Low High Low High. Stable

Intraception Low High Low High Low High

Nurturance Low High Low High, Stable.

Affiliation Low High Low High Low High
.

Heterosexuality Low High Stable Stable

Exhibition Stable Stable Stable

Autonomy High Low High Low Stable

Aggression High,

Stable

High Low Stable

dhange Stable table

Succorance High tow High Low St -1

Abasement Stable Stable Stab

High Low High Low Stable,
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These five match.-paired variable6 are indicating that

during the waking state, the subjects are more concerned

with needs of continued activity regardless of opposition,

organization and understanding self and others than during

sleep. Needs of.establishing relationships and providing

,material or emotional benefits to others are also being

expressed to a larger degree while the subject is awake as

compared to while dreaming.

There were four match-paiied variableg that had

higher mean scores during the dream state than the waking

state (self and other psychological profiles).

1. Autonomy
2. Aggression
3. Succorance
4. Deference .

As previously indicated, these four variables many

times are seen
A
in the dream state and are used for

resolution of conflict. Many times . individuals are the

center of attention and are independent of the

expectations of others, both characteristics of, the need

autonomy.

There,alsoexisted four match-paired variables that

were stable over the dream . state and the waking state

(self and other psychological profiles).

te1. Dominan e
2. Exhibit on
3. Change
4. Abasement

These four need scale variables are being reported

similarly in both the dream and waking states. The'
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characteristics of creating leadership roles, eliciting

attention of others, avoidance of routine and acting in it

self-confident and assertive manner are concerns of the

medical population used in this study.

Though these statistics are not predictive of

relationships between waking and dreaming states, they do'

provide a display of population. simklarities and

differences.

Lastly, an examination of the underlying patterns of

the original 15 need scale variables in the dream, self,

and other psycholOgical profiles..was performed using

multi-variate analysis. This was accomplished to

determine if the originaLoariables of each psychological

profile could be reduced'to 'a smaller group of factors.

If so, this would yield information concerning source

variable sets that could account Ain part for some of the

dynamic's of the original data.

Principal Component analysis was performed on the

dream, seilf, and .other psychological' profiles (Tables 20,

21, and 22). 'Three factors were derived ,,from the dream

profile With an eigen. value greater. than 1.00 and

accounting for 75.2% of the cumulative varience (Table

20). The same,procedure resulted in three factors for 'the

self profile with an eigen %value greater than 1.00 and

accounting for 83 % of the cumulative,varience (Table 21).

The third analysis of the data resulted in four factors

with an eigen value greater than 1.00 for the profile

other and accounted for 90,1% of the cummulative varience
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Table 20

Principal Components

Dream Psychological Profile

Factor Eigen
Value

Varience
_Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1 4.25 28.3 28.3

2 4.15 27.6 56.0

3 2.89 19.3 75.2

4 0.78 05.2 80.5

5 0.70 04.7 85.1

6 0.59 03.9 89.1

7 0.45 03.0 92.1

8 0.32 02.1 94.2

9 0.26 01.8 96.0

10 0 . A 01.3 97.3

11 0.13 00.9 98.2

12 0.09 00.6 ) 98.7.

13 0.08 00.5 99.3

14 0.07 00.5 99.7
I

15 0.04 00.3 100.0
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Table 21

Principal Components

Self psychological Profile

Factor Eigen
Value

Varience
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1 6.35 42.4 42.4

2 5.66 I 30.7 73.0

3 1.50 10.0 83.0

4 0.80 05.4 88.3

5 0.57 03.8 92.1

6 0.384 02.5 94.6

7 0.2if 01.3 96.0

8 0.15 01.0 97.0

9 0.12 00.8 97.8

10 0.10 00.6 98.4

11 0.07 00.5 98.9

12 0.07 00.4 99.3

13 0.04 00.3 99.6

14 0.03 00.2 99.8

*15 0.03 00.2 100.0
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Table 22

Principal Componontn,

Significant Other Ptlyeholoqical Profile

Vnrionco
Porcont

rACtOr Kitlf;t1

V41u0
Cummuintivo
Porcont

1 6.12 40.8 40.8

2 4.44 29.6 70.4

3 2.01 13.4 83.8

4 1.04 06.9 90.7

5 0.35 02.3 93.0

6 0.27 01.8 94.8

7 0.19 01.3 96.1

8 0.15 01.0 97.1

9 0.12 00.8 97.9

10 0.09 00.6 98.5

11 0.07 00.5 99.0

12 0.06 00.4 99.4

13 0.04 00.3 99.7

14 0.03 00.2 99.9

15 0.02 oq.1 100.0
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(Table. 22) .

A Varimax Rotated Component Matrix was next.

constructed using the factors derived from the principal

component analysis (Tables 21, 24, and 2',0. This analysis

showed the strength anti clustering of the original I"J
/

variablen for the throe psychological profiles dream,

self, and other. Table 26 examines factor One for 411

three profiles and reports them in tabular form. Tables

27 and 28 repeat the process but compare factor 2 and

4 '

factor 3 respectively on each psychological profilcc.

In observation of Tables 23 and 26, factor One

,contains personality characteristics of the medical

population used in this study. This factor clustering is

consistent during the dream state and waking state (self

and other psychological profiles). The clusterings that

occur in the dream, self and other psychological profiles,

can be compressed and explained by eight variables.

Achievement, Dominance, Exhibition, Autonomy, Aggression,

Change, Abasement (negative) and Deference (negative) are
t.

all observed in the three psychological profiles as being

responsible for factor On?. Factor one is concerned with

needs of excellence, of being extroverted, seeking

challenges and goal orientation. Type A personalities

would be descriptive of this first factor.

Factor two (Table 27) appears to have a different

orientation than factor One across all three psychological

A profiles. Of the 15 need scale variables, four are

present in the three psychological profiles and consist of
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Table 23

Varima* Rotated Component Matrix

Variable

Dream Psychological

Pactor Factor

Profile

Factor Communality
1 2 3

Achievement .40 .51 .59 .76

Dominance 'C .62 * .63 .87

Enduranoe .Hq ,R0

Order * * .79 .76

,

Intraception

Nurturance -.52

.79

.75

*

*

.70

.84

Affiliation * .94 .89

Heterosexuality * 74 * .55

Exhibition .76 * * .67

Autonomy .81 * * .66

Aggression .78 * * .76

Change .56 59 * .71

Succorance * * -.74 .63

Abasement
.

-.43 * -.75 .78

Deference -.8,9 '* * .82

\
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Teth16 )4

Vdrimax Rot Component Mntrix

Half 1aychologicn1 Profila

Variable Factor Fnetor Factor Communnlity
1 2

.r.

Achievement .81 .89

Dominance .61 .70 a
, .87

Endurance . 97 .

Order a .94 a .88

Intraeeption . .78 .44 .82

Nurturance .57 .69 - .86

Affiliation . .69 .61 .92

Heterosexuality ,.69 .48 * .80

Exhibition .88 il .85

Autonomy .87 * a .85

Aggression .82 * * .81

Change .86 * .82

Succorance *
* .68 .47

Abasement -.63 * .58 -. .77
. .

Deference -.82. * .43 .89
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Table 25

'Varimax RotatedsComponent Matrix

Significant Other Psychdlogical Profile

Vartable" Factor
1 ,

Factor
2

Factor.
3,

Factor
4

Communality

Achievement

Dominance

Endurance

,Order',.

Intraception

Nurturance

Affiliation

Heterosexuality

Exhibition

Autonomy

Aggression

Change

Succorance

Abasement

Deference

.41

.83

*

. *

.87

.87

.88

.72

*.

-.80

-.91

.83

.87

.95

.89

*

le.

.

*

*

*

.81

.*

.93

.92

*

.

.49

*

r,*

*

*

*

*

.94

.50

-

/

.91 oe

.93'

.96

.95

.90

.89

.95

.88

,.79

.85,

.94

.87

.97

-v 1

,.,.0

.91
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-Table 26

Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix

Dream Self, and Significant Other
Psychological Profiles

Factor 1

Variable Dream Self 'Other

Achievement .40 .49 .41

.Dominance , .62 .61 .83

Endurance lc, *

Orderb * *

Intraception

Nurturance -.52 *

Affiliation * *
,

*

Heterosexuality * .69°, *

Exhibition .76 '.88 .87

Autonomy .81 .87 .87

Aggression .78 .82, .88

Change .56 .86 . .72

Succorance

Abasement =.43 °-.63 -.80

Deference. -.89 -.82 1.91
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Table 27

Varimax Rotated qactor Matrix

Dream, Self, and Significant Othei
Psychological Profiles

Factor 2

Variable Dream Self Other

Achievement .51 .81 .81

Dominance :70

Endurance .97 .93

Order .94 .92

Intraception .79 .78 .83

Nurturance .75 .57 .87

Affiliation .94 .69 .95

Heterosexuality .74 .48 .89

Exhibition * *

Autonomy
.,;.

*
.

*

Aggression * *

Change .59 * *

Succorance

Abasement *

Deference * * *
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Intraception Nurturance, Affiliation and Heterosexuality.

Factor two concerns itself with more ;affective needs such

as establishing and maintaining relationships,

understanding self and others, providing emotional or

material support, and responding to others.

There is no agreement of clus'tering between

psychological profiles on factor Three (Table 28). The

clustering of the dream profile variables on factor Three

mirrors to a lessor extent factor One. Achievement,

Dominance, Endurance, and Order are all present in factor

Three (dream profile) where only Achieveinent and Dominance

of these variables can be seen in factor One on the dream

profile.

Also in factor Three, Intraception, Nurturance, and

Affiliation mirror the clustering found in factor Two (on

all psychological profiles) consisting, of Intraception,

Nurturance, Affiliation, and Heterosexuality. The prOfile

other factor Three consists of four variables which do not

appear to have any similarity to other factors.
4

In conclusion, the multi-variate analysis yielded two

factors that were congruent over all psychological

profiles (dream, self and other). Factor one appeared to

be concerned with personality type, describing

characteristics that are seen in the medical student

population that was used in the study. The second factor

concerned itself with more affective needs' expressed in

relationships and concern for others. ?,

140
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Table 2-80?1

Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix

Dream, Self, and Significant Other
Psychological Profiles

Factor 3

Variable
\- Dream Self

Achievement .59 *

Dominance .63

Endurance .89 *

Order .79
*

Intraception .44

Nurturance .69

Affiliation * .61

Heterosexuality * *

Exhibition * *

Autonomy * *

Aggression * *

Change

Succorance .74 .68

Abasement .75 .58

Deference .43

132

Other

.81

*

.93

.92

*

*
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Table 29

Pearson-Product Moment Correlation

Normative Data.PrOfile

Ach Dom End Ord Int Nur Aff Het Exh Aut' Agg Cha Suc Aba .Def

Ach

Dolt 73

End ..72

d .55

Int' .39

Nbx .19

.39

H t 5

Exh .18

Aut, .15

Agg

Cha .09

Suc n.51

Aba -.49

Def -.17

Ach

.38

.19 .85

.'20 .48 .41\

.08 .32 .16 \.64

.33 .40 .26 '.74

.39 .08 -.10 .

.61 -.17 -.31 -.20 -.11

.49 -.22 -.28 -.52

.48 -,.24 -.28 -.45 -.51

.31 -.34 -.53 -.01 .03

-.59 -.39 -.26 -.37 -.13

-.79 -.21 0.-.09 /09

-.52 .20 .29 .30 .48

Dom End Ord Int Nur

.52'

.08

-.26

-.37

.12

-.35

-.19

.27.

.Aff

.40

,07. .57

.10 .68 '.69

.42 .49 .42 .34

-.22 -.12 -.31 .01 -.11

-.26 -.54 -.61 -.47 -.25 .66

-.11 -.63 .8 -.76 -.46 .26 .63

Het Exh Aut Agg Cha Suc Aba Def



Table 30

Pearson- Product Moment Correlation

Normative Data Profile
Intercorrelations >.05 level

Ach Dom End Ord Int Nur

Abh

Dom .73

A
End .72

Ord .55 * .85

Int

Nur .64/

Aff .63 .74

Het

Exh .61

Aut * * * -.52

Agg *

l

* * * -.51

Cha ,* * -.53 * *

Suc F.51 -.59 * * *

Aba *" -.79 *

bef -.52

Ach Dom End Ord -Int Nur

Aff 'Het Exh Aut Agg Cha Suc Aba Def

.52
0

.e"

-.54 -.61 .66

-.86--.76 .63 ,

Aff. Het Exh Aut Agg Cha Suc Aba Def
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY

Dreaming, waking and significant other psychological ,

profiles were counterpoised in this study as variable sets

consisting of 15 Need Scales as defined by the Adjective

Check List. Waking reality concerns (self and significant

other.profiles) were not portrayed or reflected in the

perceived dream profiles. Future directions exist for

further research into'dimensions which may have not been

netted through the use of the Adjective check List. These

directions are fourfold.

1. On t1T premise that there are untapped dimensions not

emerging through the use of the Adjective Check List,

other projective instruments might be considered. Future

studies might substitute the significant, other profile

with subject generated TAT profiles. The Rorschach test

would also lend itself to the further exploration of

conscious and unconscious symbolic processes.

2. Rather than utilizing significant other profiles,

study could be ,conducted whereby trained psychologists

provide an external evaluation of botb the subject and

subject dreams 'using the Adjective Check .List. A

variation of this technique would require a trained

psychologist or group of psychologists. to, evaluate the

subjects personality as well as their dreams.

3. The alteration of test populations may further clarify
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relationships between waking and dreaming states. Rathei"

than the examination of a specific population (such Is

medical students), the examination of a broader populatiOn

may result in a better defined relationShip between waki

and dreaming sates. Another alteration of to t

population could be the utilization of vari d

psychological types as categorized in the Myers-Brigg

Type Indicator.' , Other, mechanics within th

waking/dreaming relationship may be synthesized through

the examination of specific psychological types.

4. The fourth possible direction for future research

deals with the alteration of the time factor used in the

creation of a longitudinally collected, composite dream

profile. The expansion of the time variable might

possibly play into the solidification' of slowly emerging
.

needs.
;+*

It is hoped. that through exploring these alternative

research methods, significant information concerning the

functions of dreams can be determined. The research that

was carried out in this study did not yield information on

the specific functioning of dream but does provide a

platform that can be.used for future research.
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APPENDIX 1

REGISTRATION SHEET
, r

Any U:S. student interested' in participating in a
dream study please sign below. This study will last the
entire semester'and will require the recording ofdreams
along with a testing instrument. In exchange for your
participation, you will have scheduled access to a
computerized MSKP Review course every week.

As some of you might remember from last semester, I
was in the process of designing the research for my -

Dissertation in. Psychology.
I have the basic model completed and my dissertation

topic has been approved by my committee. I am 'now ready
,to carry out the research and am looking for students
interested inAteing research subjects for my work.

As TIME seems to be a limited resource here in
Grenada at St. George's University,-School of Medicine, I
have designed my research so that, most of the work that
you will be required to do is while you are SLEEPING.

I am,looking for students that have'some recall of
their dreams. I will bp providing additional training to
increase your retention of dreams along with techniques
for 'recording your dream reports.

All that is required is to r ord your dreams and /turn them in at your appointmen time during the week.
The appointment time will haVe a two purposes:

1. Discussing any difficulties you are having in
remembering your dreams

2. Work on the MSKP Review - a computerized review
preparing you for the MS TEST - covering all areas
tested by the MSKP and king questions from 15 years
National Boards and o er sources:

1.

2.

3.

-4.

LAST, FIRST ME SEMESTER TELEPHONE
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APPENDIX 2

PERSONAL HISTORY

1. Last, Middle, First Name

2. Age

3. Sex

4. Date of Birth

5. Semester

6. Telephone Number

7. Address

8. Race

9. Education

10. Maritial Status

11. Religion

12. Occupation

13. How many children do you have?

14. Have you ever been in therapy?

15. Are you currently in therapy?
aye

16. How often do you recall your dreams?
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APPENDIX 3
DREAM SURVEY

SEX (MALE OR FEMALE)

SEMESTER 1 2 3 4 9

ESTIMATE THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS OF SLEEP YOU GET PER
NIGHT, TO THE NEAREST 1/2 HOUR; PLEASE CONSIDER ONLY A
NORMAL NIGHT'S SLEEP?
A. 4

B. 4 1/2
C. 5

D. 5 1/2
E. 6
F. 6 1/2
G. 7

H. 7 1/2
I. 8

J. 8 1/2
K. 9

L. 9.1/2
M. 10

CONSIDER HOW GOOD YOUR SLEEP IS: WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOUR.
SLEEP IS USUALLY?
A. VERY RESTFUL
B. MODERATELY RESTFUL
C. MODERATELY RESTLESS
D. VERY RESTLESS

CONSIDER THE USUAL NIGHT :I AFTER YOU HAVE GOTTEN INTO BED,
HOW LONG Witt TAKE YOU TO FALL ASLEEP?
A. 01-05 MINUTES
B. 06-10 MINUTES
C. 11 =15 MINUTES
D. 16-20 MINUTES
E. 21-25 MINUTES
F. 30-45 MINUTES'
G. 46-60 MINUTES
H. 61+ MINUTES

WOULD YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A PERSON WHO HAS TROUBLE
FALLING ASLEEP?
A.\EVERY NIGHT OR ALMOST EVERY NIGHT 0
B. ABOUT ONCE PER WEEK
C. ABOUT ONCE OR TWICE A MONTH
D. ABOUT EVERY COUPLE OF MONTHS
E. ONLY A FEW TIMES A YEAR IF EVER

IN THE COURSE OF A NORMAL NIGHT'S SLEEP, DO you WAKE UP
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DURING THE NIGHT?
A. FOUR OR MORE TIMES
B. TWO OR THREE TIMES
C. ONCE
D. NONE

HOW LONG ARE YOU AWAKE, ON THE AVERAGE, WHEN YOU WAKE UP
AT NIGHT
A. DO NOT WAKE UP DURING THE NIGHT
B. 01-05 MINUTES
C. 06-15 MINUTES
D. 16-30 MINUTES
E. 30+ MINUTES .

WHEN YOU WAKE UP
TAKE YOU TO FEEL
A. IMMEDIATELY
B. 01-05 MINUTES
C. 06-15 MINUTES
D.-16-30 MINUTES
E. 30+ MINUTES

IN THE MORNING, HOW LONG DOES IT USUALLY
FULLY AWAKE

HOW LONG IS YOUR AVERAGE NAP
-A. I NEVER TAKE NAPS
B. 05-15 MINUTES
C. 16-30 MINUTES
D. 31-60 MINUTES
E. 60+ MINUTES

HAVE YOU EVER TALKED IN YOUR SLEEP
A. YES
B. NO
C. UNKNOWN

HAVE YOU EVER WALKED INmYOUR SLEEP
A. YES
B. NO
C. UNKNOWN

WHEN YOU WAKE UP IN THE MORNING HOW DO YOU FEEL PHYSICALLY.
A. EXCELLENT
B. GOOD

. FAIR
D. POOR

41,

WHEN YOU WAKE UP IN THE MORNING HOW DO YOU FEEL
EMOTIONALLY
A. EXCELLENT
B. GOOD
C. FAIR
D. POOR

HOW OFTEN DO YOU TAKE PRESCRIBED DRUGS
)1. EVERY NIGHT
B. SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK
C. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH

ti



D. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
E. A FEW TIME A YEAR OR LESS
F. DOES NOT APPLY

HOW OFTEN DO YOU TAKE NON-PRESCRIBED DRUGS I.E.,
MARIJUANA, LSD, HEROIN, UPPERS, DOWNERS ETC...)
A. EVERY NIGHT
B. SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK
C. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
D. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
E. A FEW TIME A YEAR OR LESS
F. DOES NOT APPLY

HOW OFTEN DO YOD TAKE SLEEPING MEDICATIONS BEFORE YOU GO
TO BED?
A. 'EVERY NIGHT
B. SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK
q. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
D. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
E. A FEW TIMES A YEAR OR LESS
F. DOES NOT APPLY

HOW OFTEN DO YOU DgINK ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES?
A.` EVERY DAY
B. SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK
C. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
D. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
E. .A FEW TIMES A YEAR OR LESS
F. DOES NOT APPLY

IS YOUR MOOD BEFORE GOING TO SLEEP?
A. PLEASANT
B. NEUTRAL
C. UNPLEASANT

DO YOU WAKE UP IN THE MORNING?
A. TO soup
B. TO LIGHT
C. TO TOUCH
D. TO SMELL
E. NATURALLY

DO YOU RECALL YOUR DREAMS IN SOME FORM?
A. EVERY NIGHT
B. 2 OR 3 TIMES WEEKLY
C. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
D. ABOUT ONCE'EVERY 2 WEEKS
E. ABOUT ONCE A MONTH
F. EVERY 2-3 MONTHS.
G. EVERY 4-6 MONTHS ,0
H. ONCE OR TWICE A YEAR
I. ONCE A YEAR FOR LESS

DO YOU RECALL YOUR DREAMS IN THE FORM OF?
A. CLEARLY WITH GREAT DETAIL
B. MAIN PLOT WITH SOME DETAIL
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C. GENERAL IDEA
D. FRAGMENTS
E. VAGUE IMPRESSIONS

ARE MOST OF YOUR DREAMS?
A. IN COLOR
B. IN BLACK AND WHITE

DO MOST OF YOPR DREAMS TAKE PLACE?
A. IN THE PAST
B. IN THE PRESENT
C. IN THE FUTURE

IN GENERAL WHAT IS THE EMOTIONAL INTENSITY OF YOUR DREAMS.
A. VERY STRONG
B. STRONG
C. MEDIUM
D. WEAK
E. NONE

DO YOU HAVE DREAMS IN WHICH YOU ARE AWARE THAT YOU ARE
DREAMING
A. YES
B. NO
C. UNKNOWN

WHEN YOU'RE SLEEPING DO YOU SEEM TO BE DREAMING?
A. ALMOST ALL OF THE TIME
B. MORE OFTEN THAN NOT
C. ABOUT 1/2 OF THE TIME
D. LESS THAN 1/2 OF THE TIME
E. NEVER

ARE YOU AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT IN YOUR DREAMS? IF YOU
CONSIDERED YOUR DREAMS AS A PLAY OR MOVIE, WOULD YOU HAVE
AN ACTIVE ROLE IN IT?
A. IN ALMOST EVERY ONE MY DREAMS
B. MORE OFTEN THAN NOT
C. ABOUT 1/2 OF THE TIME
D. LESS THAN 1/2 OF THE TIME
E. NEVER

DO YOU MOSTLY DREAM OF?
A. FAMILIAR PERSONS
B. UNFAMILIAR PERSONS
C. UNKNOWN

ARE THE SETTINGS OF YOUR DREAMS?
A. FAMILIAR
B. UNFAMILIAR
C. UNKNOWN

DO YOUR DREAMS CONTAIN ELEMENTS OF THE PREVLOUS DAY?
A. ALMOST ALL OF THE TIME
B. MORE pFTEN THAN NOT
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C. ABOUT 1/2 OF THE TIME
D. LESS THAN 1/2 OF THE TIME
E. NEVER

DO YOU HAVE DREAMS OF FRUSTRATED EFFORT, TRYING TO DO
SOMETHING BUT NOT BEING ABLE TO DO IT?
A. IN ALMOST ALL OF MY DREAMS
B. MORE OFTEN THAN NOT
C. ABOUT 1/2 OF THE TIME
D. LESS THAN 1/2 OF THE TIME
E. NEVER

DO YOU DREAM OF THINGS YOU'D LIKE TO HAVE, OR ABOUT THE.
WAY YOU'D LIKE THINGS TO BE?
A. IN ALMOST ALL OF MY DREAMS
B. MORE OFTEN THAN NOT
C. ABOUT 1/2 OF THE TIME
D. LESS THAN 1/2 OF THE TIME
E. NEVER

DO YOUR DREAMS PRODUCE PROLONGED MOODS IN YOUR SUBSEQUENT
WAKING ACTIVITIES?
A. ALMOST ALWAYS
B. MORE OFTEN THAN NOT
C. ABOUT 1/2 OF THE TIME
D. LESS THAN 1/2 OF THE TIME
E. NEVER,

ARE THESE MOODS USUALLY?
A. PLEASANT
B. UNPLEASANT
C. THEY NEVER PRODUCE MOODS

ARE YOUR DREAMS USUALLY?
A. PLEASANT
B. NEUTRAL
C. UNPLEASANT 41

SOME PEOPLE. HAVE THE SAME DREAM ON MORE THAN ONE OCCASION;
ALTHOUGH MINOR PARTS MAY BE DIFFERENT, THE INDIVIDUAL
DEFINITELY KNOWS THAT HE HAS HAD THIS DREAM BEFORE. DO YOU
EVER HAVE DREAMS YOU'VE HAD BEFORE OR WAS THERE EVER A
TIME WHEN YOU HAD REOCCURRING DREAMS?
A. YES
B. NO

ABOUT HOW OFTEN DO YOU HAVE THESE DREAMS?
A. EVERY NIGHT
B. 2 OR 3 TIMES WEEKLY
C. ABOUT ONCE A WEEK
D. ABOUT ONCE EVERY 2 WEEKS
E. ABOUT. ONCE A MONTH
F. EVERY 2 -.3 MONTHS
G. EVERY 4-6 MONTHS
H. ONCE OR TWICE A YEAR
I. LESS THAN ONCE A YEAR
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WHAT KIND OF MOOD D9 YOU ASSOCIATE WITH THESE DREAMS?
A. PLEASANT
B. NEUTRAL
C. UNPLEASANT
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APPENDIX 4

DREAM RECALL

Dream recall will be divided into three periods of

1. The Waking State
2. The Pre-Dream State
3. The Pont- Dream" State

154

1. WAKING STATE
The waking state is that time, eperiod where

mind is the primary director of your activities.
Unconscious processes are secondary In nature. The
following are exercises to increase dream recallpdurinq
the waking state.

A ACTIVE EXAMINATION OF YOUR BELIEFS ABOUT DREAMS
You should question the orders you are giving

yourself about the dream state. See that your conscious
beliefs arc following'your conscious desires. This active
examination should be'done through writing down your.
beliefs about dreams (interests, advantages, fears,
expectations etc...) or by processing yo r beliefs with
others.

B. EXAMINE THE MOTIVES YOU HAVE FOR REMEMBERING YOUR
DREAMS

Write down your expectations in remembering your
dreams. What are your motivations for'remembering your
dreams and what do you see as the benefits for investing
your time and energy in this direction? We remember what
we choose to pay attention to.

C. BECOME AWARE OF YOUR UNCONSCIOUS PROCESSES DURING THE
DAY

Observe the images and thoughts that run through your
mind during the day. When you are busy, stop and listen
to the under-currents that are flowing through your
unconscious. Freeze one of these ideas and follow that
train of thought.

._/
D. SPEND SOME PART OF THE DAY DAYDREAMING

Allow your mind to wander during the day. Close your
eyes and let your mind drift. Record your images and
feelings from this activity.

VIEW ALL EVENTS OF THE DAY AS IF YOU WERE DREAMING
Keep a log of the feelings, and. the areas of

inflexibility in yourself that you become aware of. Where
are the areas of resistance during your waking reality and
why are they there?
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r. xecv A JOURNAL OY THE ACTIVITIES, SITUATIONS AND
CIRCUMSTANCE -II YUU8 WAKING REALITY

Through rocording What to Owpdning to you during
your waking reality, your unvono6out3 teas a tctodbrley to to
the 44010 during your drpnming qtnti=.

PI

G. TALK TO OTHERS ABOUT YOUR DREAMS DORING:THE DAY
Hy talking, reading and listening to and about dreams

you are consciously validating the dream tititVo to
yourself. You are c'ontioioonly dirtleting yuurselt to
hacomo .wars of thn drtlnm ritnto.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Take some physical action during your waking state

based on your dreams. Create or rethrsk a situation. In
some way incorporate your dreams into your waking reality.

I. READ OVER YOUR DREAMS DURING THE DAY
Spend some time during the day thinking Over your

dream from the previous night. Art the images related to
experiences you are having during your waking reality?

J. MEDITATION
Meditation enhances movement among different states

of consciousness, including the. dream state.

K. ALTERATION OF HABITS
To increase recall, decrease the amount of alcohol

that you use during the day. Change your eating habits.
Rather than eating 3 large meals, take small amounts
during the day. Another method in to cb4Inge your sleeping
patterns.

L. EASY RECALL TECHNIQUES
* Set the alarm to wake you 2 to 4.5 hours after you

go to sleep
*. Set the alarm to wake you 30 minute's before you

normally awake
* Drink,water before. \tou go-to sleep so you will have

to get up during the night
* Fast for a period of time
* Use hypnosis during thte day to suspend your current

beliefs abaft your dream recall ability
* Isolate yourself from any social situations

SIGNIFICANT ATTITUDES THAT IMPROVE DRFAM,RECALL

A. ACCE T AND VALUE EACH DREAM
Accept the dreams that you have regardless of how

foolish or fragmented they are. Many times the total
picture of a dream will be compressed into one or two
images. These images may have as much significance as
remembering an entire'dream that is composed of different
dream characters and sequences. If you remember a small
fragment of a dream, this will many times leak you. to
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remember the entire dreamimage.

B. MAKE A CONSCIOUS INTENT TO RECALL YOUR DREAMS
Rather 'Ulan taking a passive approach to dream

recall., be, actively involved in the process. Expect that
you will recall your dreams every night. As you go to bed
tell yourself that you will remember your dreams in the
morning. This will imprbve your ability to recall your
dreams. .

ACCEPT ALL DREAMS
If you only accept certain )typts of dreams as having

significance and'all other dreams as meaningless, the
amount of dreard recall will be reduce. You will screen
out those dreams that you, consider unacceptable.

1

. APPROACH LEARNING DREAM RECALL AS A SKILL
Try pot to attach any more importanbe to remembering

dreams than any other skill or subject that you have
studied. Thinking that dream recall is a special skill
that is difficult and hard will result in just that The
harder you try to recall your dreams, the less'recall you
will have. Give your.self suggestions that remembering
dreams is easy.

. LEARN RECALL AS A PARTNER HIP
Do not punish yourSelf or feel guilty about your lack

of recall. By taking a.'negative approach to dream recall,
you set conditions apd expectations that you will not
recall.your dreams. Rather than following the idea that
you will not forget your dreams, try approaching dream
recall from the standpoint of "I will remember my AreAms".

4

F. WHEN.Y9U DON'T REMEMBER-A DREAM, LET IT GO
If you 'doR't reme

Any signi4cant drea
will be .p,Osened a
through Cycle in th
reason thet''you'are Jipt>reballing your dreams.

G. maitCT RECALL DREAMS WHILE YOU ARE AWAKE'
Tell Youtsey that waking events, objects, situations

and circumstances bill trigger your..dream recall., Expect
that dreams will become conscious,, ur ig the day;

er ydUr dreams, don!t get upset.
intent that you,may hav,,e-f.Missed

another dream. Pebpie go
ream recall and that might be the

PiACCEPT DISTORTIONS THAT AREfaCURRING IN YOUR DREAM

If your 4rearn is a bit hazy, ccept it as a valid
stortiona,you
ate a habit of

recall ability.

memori'of,the dkeam regardleSs of an'
tfilnic may be occurrfng. This will i
a'pcepting all dreams and increase yo

T, COMPARE REGALL' ABILITY.
7- ,yoli'need,to compare your abiliX to recall dreams

withfahYb'OdY,"co*areit with.yOurself.\Comparing your
recall;witb othersWill not increase you dream recall. --

. .
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At-best it will make you fe s p ridr or, inferior so you
can beat yourself,. or beat someone else.

J. THINK' OF DREAMING AS RECREATION
Rather than trying to put the dream into some ,

psychological context that must be understood, allow fOr a
more flexible' methOd of viewing your dreams. Th-ilk of
your dreams as a free movie in which,you are the star.
Not only are you the star of this film, you are the
director. You can do what ever you like. Look forward
a great adventure every night doing whatever you would
like.

2. PRE-DREAM STATE
The. Pre-Dream-State is'thatPeriod of time that is

spent in preparation for sleeping. No new.activities that,
require conscious. functioning are usually initiated during
this time period.

A

to

A. ENGAGE IN DREAM RELATED ACTIVITIES.
One activity that, you can engage in is to spend 15

'minutes writing up the day.'s activities as-if they were
the plot of a dream.

B. EXPECT TO REMEMBER YOUR DREAMS
One method for setting up-your expectationp is to

date your dream record with the' date of the following day.

C. REVIEW PAST DREAMS
Spend some time reviewingyour previous cleams: This

will fix in your mind the ided that you will be engaging
in activities that will inc.rease,dream recall.

AUTO- SUGGESTION ABOUT RECALL
Before falling asleep, 'tell' yourself that you will

have drealtsand that you 911 awaken after any important
dreams that you may have Mese,pgggestions should be
worded in a. positiveimanner

E. PHYSICALLY GET 'IS

Before you
such a-waY that 701.1*.

in the morning. !If-
the night, also have,,

TO RECALL; YOUR < DREAMS
:paper and pencil in
reach thdlil first thing
rdingdteam6-.-during
to turn t" ,the lights.

qt.
F. STAY .AWAKE,TO REC

,

___, To keep 4Vom fal Ilng ba ter. awakening(duringthe night or the mo / Sgt, lass of water
.next to you,,o that ou can to d a.arihk4 s nother method -,

is to have.a,smalI ight light that yob 'ca'n turn on that
will also pr,oVide' ome;stimulus to keep you awake.

, Ap A Ur
MAGES

.falling asleep, watch the'images that seem
your mind. itilay take you,a few nights

...

HYPNAGO
As yO

toy be forth

e."
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to become aware, that these images exist and can be seen.

H. REVIEW OF THE-DAY
As you are falling asleep, start with the beginning

of the day and review its events, step-by-step. Try to
stay awake as long as pcosible in that state that is
between being awake and being asleep.

3. POST-DREAMING
,Post- dreaming is that petiod when the conscious Mind is
Once again in the forefront of all activities.

ACTIVITIES. TO INCREASE DREAM RECALL DURING THE
POST-DREAMING STATE'

A. FOLLOW THE DREAM BACKWARDS
When you awaken, you should stay relaxed with your

eyes closed. Mentally run, through the dream until it is
fixed in your mind. To do this, think of the last image
that you can remember and follOW the image backwards
asking youkself what happened before this situation._

B. ,.PHYSICAL POSITION OF THE-BODY
After you'have reviewed one dream and have it firmly

fixed in your mind, gently move over into another position
that you-sleep in during the night. You will find that
many tithes being, in the same position that you, had a dream
in will evoke the 'memory 'of tie dream.

C. LOSS OF DREAM MEMORY
If you find that nothing seems to 'come. to you, keep

your eyes closed and think of people who are significant
in your life. If this still does not evoke, a dream,
memory, think of situations and events that have occurred
during the last few days.

Rather than trying' to a determine'i events . and
situations, clear your mind and think of nothing.

_If you still don't .remember your dream, stay relaxed
and keep your ''elres closed. Watch the images that are
passing through your mind. You may find that many -times
these images will be relatecrto your dreams and will spark,
your dream memory.

D. DREAMED RECALLED
Once you have remembered a dream, it is important to

tag.it so that it is not forgotten. If it is at all
possible, write Your dream immediately after recalling it.
As you are reviewing, the dream, make mental tags for
rdifferent sections of the dream. These tags are best
remembered if they are associated with the images of the
. dreams that,are strange or different from normal- waking
reality.

A
As you transcribe the dream, . it is important to

record verbal expressions that are unique: poergs,- numbers,
-sand messages FIRST. Then write the rest of the dream.
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Also make sure to indicate the date of the dream and any
.circumstances and thoughts you have about the dream.

E. NO MEMORY OF DREAMING,
If you find that while still going through all of the

above suggestions you can not remember your dream, there
is something you.can do that will help increase your dream
recall.

It is important that you continue to keep your dream
journal if you are remembering your dreams, or not. One
Way that you can do this is to make up a dream and put 1
in your dream journal in the morning. Indicate that it s
one that you have made up. You will find after a t me,
that if you are going to the trouble to make up a ream
and write it down, your subconscious will take the cue and
your dream recall will improve.
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APPENDIX 5
MSKP REVIEW

0100 CLR: DIM NAM$(3), SE$(15), SE1$(8), MIS$(15),
RIS$(20),.DIS$(15), L$(1): C0 =0
0110 DIM T$(2), A$(120), B$(120), $(120), D$(120),
E$(120), K$(1), AN1$(1)
0120 DIM U$(120), V$(120), W$(120), X$(120), Y$(120),
EXT$(12)
0130. DIM T1$(2), A1$(120), B1$(120), C1$(120), I:1$(120),
E1$(120), Kl$(1)
0140 DIM U1$(120), V1$(120), W1$(120), X1$(120), Y1(120)
0150 DIM T2$(2), A2$(120), B2$(120), C2$(120), b2$(120),
E2$(120), K2$.(1)
0160. DIM U2$(120), V2$(120), W2$(120), X2$(120), Y2$(120)
0170 DIM T3$(2), A3$(120), B3$(120), C3$(120), D3$(120),
E3$(120), K3$(1)
0180 DIM U3$(120), V3$(120), W3$(120), X3$(120), Y3$(120)
0190 DIM DAT1$(50), D T2$(50), DAT3$(50), FIR$(20),
LAS$(20), CL$(9), CR$(9), LE$(11)
0191 POKE 752, 1: POSITION 4, 10: ? "I THOUGHT YOU'D NEVER
ARRIVE ": GOTO 218
0192 FOR X=1 TO 8: SOUND 0,0,2,9: FOR W=1 TO 30: NEXT W:
SOUND 0,0,0,0: NEXT X: RETURN
0193 FOR J=1 TO P*1.7: NEXT J: RETURN
0194 FOR X=1 TO 25: POKE 755, 1: POKE 755, 3: POKE 755, 2:
NEXT X: RETURN
0195 X=INT(RND(0)*200)+50: FOR P=10 TO 0 STEP -0.2: SOUND
0,X,10,P: NEXT P:' RETURN
0196 ? ? " 1 ";A$: ?: ? " 2 ";B$: ?: ? " 3 ";C$: ?: ?
" 4 ";D$: ?: RETURN
0197 ?: IF W$<>"" THEN GOSUB 202: POKE 559, 34: INPUT L$:
? CL$
0198 ? " A ";A$: ?: " B ";B$: ?: ? " C ";C$: ?: ?
";D$: ?
0199 IF D$<>"NEITHER" THEN ? " E "; $: '?
0200 RETURN
0201 ? ? " A ";A$: ?: .? "'B ";B$: ?: RETURN
0202 POKE 752, 1: POSITION 24, 22: ? "hit
GOSUB 195: RETURN
0203 CLOSE #2: GRAPHICS 1: SETCOLOR 2, 0, 0:
7: ? #6;"INSERT"
0204 POSITION 3, 10: ? #6;SE$
0205 POSITION 6, 12: ? #6;" DISK": ? "then
INPUT L$: GRAPHICS 0: POKE 752, 1: RETURN
0206 IF T$="K" THEN POSITION 15, 0: ? " K - TYPE ": ?
0207 IF T$="C" THEN POSITION 15, 0: ? " CASE STUDY ": ?
0208 IF T$="M" THEN'.POSITION 15, 0: ? " MULTIPLE CHOICE- ":

0209 IF T$="TF" THEN POSITION 15, 0: ? " TRUE FALSE ":
0210 RETURN
0218 POKE 65, 0: CL$=CHR$(125): CR$=CHR$(155)
0219 TRAP 220: LPRINT CHR$.(29): LPRIN CHR$(27);CHR$(56)

RETURN ";:

POSITION

GOSUB 202:
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0220 TRAP 2830: OPEN #1, 4, 0, "D: TRANS.COD"
0230 INPUT #1;TIME, ROQ, SE$, MIS$, FIR$, LASS, NAM$, TM,
IMM: CLOSE #1
0240 TM1=TM: TIME1=TIME: DIS$=MIS$: RIS$=MIS$
0250 ? CL$: FILE$(1, 8)="D: SCORE.": FILE$(9, 11)=NAM$
0260 GOSUB 203
0265 POKE 752, 1: POSITION 4, 10: ? "I'M SO VERY GLAD
YOU'RE HERE "
0270 IF ROQ=A THEN OPEN #2, 4, 0, MIS$: GOTO 300
0280 MIS$=D1S$: TRAP 260: MIS$(8, 8)="0"
0290 OPEN #2, 4, 0, MIS$(1, 10): MIS$(8, 8)="U"
0300 TRAP 310: LPRINT FIR$;" ";LAS$: LPRINT "SECTION
";MIS$: LPRINT
0310 TIME=TIME1
0320 OPEN #5, 4, 0, "D1: REMARK"
0340 IF CO=1 THEN 370
0350 MIS$(11)=".": M1S$(12, 14)=NAM$
0360 IF TM1=1 THEN OPEN #4, 8, 0, MIS$
0370 OPEN #3, 4, 0, "K: "

0380 CC=1: ? CL$
0390 REM * *

0400 FOR I=1 TO 30: GRAPHICS 0: POKE 559, 0: POKE 752, 1
0410 POKE 82, 1: POKE 702, 64: POKE 752, 1: REM POKE 710,
0: REM POKE 580, 1: POKE 16, 64
0415 SETCOLOR 2, 6, 10: SETCOLOR 1, 6, 0
0420 INPUT #5;DAT1$, DAT2$, DAT3$
0430 REM SETCOLOR 4, 8, 4
0440 TRAP 960: INPUT #2;T$
0450 IF CO=1 AND TM=0 THEN 490
0460 POSITION. 1, 0: ? " # ";I;: POSITION 15, 0
0480 GOSUB 206
\0490 IF T$="TF" OR T$="K" OR T$="M" THEN INPUT #2;U$, V$
0500 IF TI="C" THEN INPUT #2;U$, V$, W$, Y$
0510 IF CO=1 AND TM=0 THEN 540

5J 20 ? U$
30 IF V$<>"" THEN ? V$: IF W$<>"" +HEN ? W$: IF X$<>""

THEN ? X$: ?: IF Y$<>"" THEN ? Y$
0540 IF T$="M" OR T$="C" THEN 590
0550 IF T$="TF" THEN 620
0560 INPUT #2;A$, B$, C$, D$
0570 IF CO=1 AND TM=0 THEN 650
0580 GOSUB 196: GOTO 650
0190 INPUT #2;A$, B$, C$, D$, E$
0g00 IF CO=1 AND TM=0 THEN 650
0610 GOSUB 197: GOTO 650
0620 INPUT #2;A$, B$
0630 IF CO=1 AND TM=0 THEN 650
0640 GOSUB 201
0650 INPUT #2;K$, AN1$, AN1$, AN1$, AN1$, AN1$, EXT$
0660 IF CO=1 AND TM=0 THEN GOSUB 1900: GOTO 940
0670 ? " F I DON'T KNOW"
0680 POSITION 5, 22: ? " WHICH ANSWER ? ": POKE 559,

GOSUB 192
0690 IF TIME=0 THEN 820
0700 POKE 764, 255: W=0: Y=40
0710 FOR Z1=1 TO TIME..
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0720 IF TIME>99 THEN TIME=TIME-1
0730 IF PEEK(764)<>255 THEN 820
0740 IF TIME>99 THEN POSITION 36, 0: ? INT(TIME/60()
0750 IF TIME<99 THEN POSITION 36, 0: ? TIME-Z1
0760 IF TIME-Z1<=10 THEN W=W+1: Y=Y-1
0770 SOUND 0,Y,10,W
0780 FOR P=1 TO 180: NEXT P
0790 POSITION 36, 0: ? " "

0800 NEXT Z1
0810 U=70: GOTO 860
0820 GET #3, U: POKE 559, O.
0830 IF U=19 AND TM<>1 THEN SOUND 0,0,0,0: GOTO 820
0840 IF TIME=0 AND U<65 OR TIME =0 AND U>70 THEN POKE 764,
255: GOTO 820
0850 IF U<65 OR U>70 THEN POKE 764, 255: GOTO 750
0860 ? CL$
0870 IF CHR$(U) =K$ AND TM=1 THEN FOR P=10 TO 0 STEP -O. :

SOUND 0,150,10,P: NEXT P
0880 IF CHR$(U) =K$ AND TM<>1 THEN GOSUB 1780
0890 IF CHR$(0)<>K$ AND TM<>1 THEN GOSUB 1900
0900 IF CHRS(U)=K$ AND TM=1 THEN CC=CC+1
0910 IF CHR$(U)< >K$ AND TM=1 THEN'.GOSUB 1980
0920 T$="": U$="": V$="": W$="": X$="": Y$="": K$="":
AN1$="": EXT$="": REM AN2$="": AN3$="": AN4$="": AN5$="":
EXT$=""
0930 IF IMM=0 AND K1$< "" AND IMM=0 AND K3$<>"" THEN GOSUB
2440
0940 NEXT I
0950 REM * * *
0960 ? CL$: CLOSE #3: CLOSE #2: CLOSE #4: CLOSE #5: POKE
559, 34
0970 IF CO=0 THEN PER=INT(CC/36*100): ? "YOU GOT ";PER;"%
CORRECT'";FIR$: FOR P=1 TO 200: NEXT P
0980 TRAP 990: IF TM<>1 THEN RPER=INT(RCC/RC*100): ?
'SECOND GUESS ";RPER;"% CORRECT ";LAS$: FOR P=1 TO 500:
NEXT P
0990 TRAP 1010: IF CO=0 THEN LPRINT "YOUR PER CENT = ";PER
1000 IF CO =0 THEN LPRINT "SECOND GUESS = ";RPER: LPRINT
1010 RIS$=MIS$(3, 10): RIS$(9, 10)=STR$(PER)
1020 IF TM=1 AND CO=0 THEN 1500
1030 IF TM-TO,AND CO=1 THEN TM=2
1040 CLOSE #2: GRAPHICS 1: SETCOLOR 2, 0, 0: POSITION 1,
10: ? #6;"INSERT_ MASTER DISK": ? "then ";: GOSUB 202:
INPUT L$
1050 GRAPHICS 17: POSITION 1, 10: ? #WCALCULATING SCORES"
1060 TRAP 1040: OPEN #2, 4, "D: PERM":,-X=0: W=0: J=PER:
P=PER
1070 TRAP 1140: INPUT #2, AT1$
1080 IF DAT1$(1, 8)<>MIS$ 10) THEN 1070
1090 X=X+1: CC= VAL(DAT1$(9, 10)): Z1=CC+Z1
1100 IF CC<PER THEN.W=W+1
1110 IF CC>J THEN J=CC
1120 IF CC<P THEN C=CC
1130 GOTO 1070
1140 CLOSE #2: IF X<1 THEN 1200
1145 GRAPHICS 0-
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1150 PRINT: ? " 'OUT OF ";X+1;" STUDENT(S) ";FIR$: ?

YOU DID BETTER THAN ";W;" OF THEM"
1160 POSITION 11, 8: ? "LOWEST SCORE ";P
1170 IF X<>0 THEN POSITION 11, 9: ? "AVERAGE SCORE
";INT((Z1+PER)/(X+1))
1180 POSITION 11, 10: ? "HIGHEST SCORE ";J: ?: POSITION
11, 12: ? " YOUR SCORE PER
1190 POSITION 1, 22: ? "when finished' R$: GOSUB 202:
INPUT L$: 7- CL$
1200 IF ROQ=1 THEN 1710
1210 GRAPHICS 17: POSITION 2', 10: ? #6;"RECORDING SCORES"
1220 IF CO=0 OR TM=2 THEN OPEN #2, 9, 0, "D: PERM":
#2;RIS$(1 10): CLOSE #2
1230 IF CO=0 OR TM=2 THEN OPEN #2, '94 0, FILE$:
#2;RIS$(1, 10): CLOSE #2
1240 RIS$(1, 8)=M1S$(3, 10): RIS$(9, 9Y=STR$(TM1):
RIS$(10 10)=STR$(ROQ): RIS$(11, 11)71STR$(IMM): RIS$(12,
15)="0000"-
1250 R1S$(14, 15)=STR$(TIME1)
1260 IF TIME1 >99 THEN R1S$A13, 15)=STR$(TIME1)
1270 IF TIME1 >999 THEN RIS$(12, 15)= STR$(TIME1)
1280 IF CO =O' OR TM=2 THEN OPEN #2, 12 -0, FILE$: ?
#2;RIS$;: CLOSE #2
1290 IF VAL(DIS$(10,, 10))<>9 .THEN I=VAL(DIS$(10, 10))+1:
DIS$(10, 10)=STR$(1): GOTO 1310
1300 I=VAL(DIS$(9, 10))+1: DIS$(9i.10)=STR$(1)
1310 TRAP 1040: OPEN #1, 4, 0, "D: CHECK": DIS$(8, 8)=-"U"
1320 TRAP 2830: INPUT #1;SE1$
1330 IF DIS$(3, 10)<>SE1$ THEN 1324,,
1340 CLOSE #1
1350 IF VAL(DIS$(9, 10))$0 THEN SE$(14, 15)="1A"
1360 IF VAL(DIS$(9, 10))>3 THEN SE$(14, 15)="1B"
1370 IF VAL(DIS$(9,. 10))>6 THEN $E$(14,. 15)="2A"
1380 IF VAL(DIS$(9, 10))>9 THEN SE$(14, 15)="2B"
1390'IF VAL(DIS$(9, 10)) >12 THEN SE$(14,15)="3A".
1400 IF VAL(DIS$(9,;110))>15 THEN SE$(14, 15) = "3.B"

1410 IF VAL(DIS$(9, 10))>18 THEN SE$(14, 15)="4A"
1420 OPEN #1,-4, 0, "K: "

1425 GRAPHICS 0: POKE 752, 1: POSITION 12, 9: ? " CONTINUE
WITH'
1430 POSITION 14, SE$(1, 13) _,
1432 POSITION 12,- 11: ?-" 11'

1415 POSITION 12, 12: ? " <1> YES "-
1436 POSITION 12, 13:'? "
1440 POSITION 12, 14: ? " <2> NO 11

1442 POSITION 12'i 15: ? "
11

1445 GOSUB 192: GET #1, U
1450 IF U<>49 AND.U<>50 THEN ? CL$: GOTO 1425.
1452 .CLOSE #1 : , -

1455.IF U=49 THEN_GOSUB'201
1460 IF U=50. THEN 1560
1500 IF TM=1:AND'CO=0 THEN 60=1: CC=0: TM=0: tL$: GOTO
-1550
1510. IF C0 =1 THEN TM=TM1: C0 =0:
1520 IF U=49-THEN 280
1550-D1S$(8, 8)="U": DIS$(11,- 11)=".": D1S$(12, '14)=NAM :
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MIS$DIS$: CLOSE #2: OPEN #2, 4, 0, DIS$(1, 14): GOTO 300
1560 2 CL$: POSITION 11,010: ? " WANT TO QUIT ": POSITION
17, 11: INPUT L$: ? CL$
1570 IF L$Its"N" THEN 1710
1580 IF L$312"Y" THEN GRAPHICS 17: POSITION 3, 10: PRINT
#6;"THAT'S A TAKE": CLOSE #1: CLOSE #2: CLOSE #3: CLOSE #4.
1590 OPEN #1, 4; 0, "D: PERM"
1600 C1PEN #2, 8, 0, "D: PERM"
1610 TRAP 1640: INPUT #1;RIS$
1620 PRINT #2;R1S$
1630 GOTO 1610
1640 CLOSE #1: CLOSE #2
1650 OPEN #1, 4, 0, FILE$ A

, 1660 OPEN #2,4 8, 0, FILE$
41670 TRAP 170.0: INPUT i1;RIS$6

1680 PRINT #2;RIS$
1690 GOTO 1670
1700 CLOSE #1r CLOSE #2: END
1710 POKE 752, 1: CLOSE #5: POSITION 8, 10: " BACK TO
THE MENU "
1720 OPEN #5,41, 0, "D: TRANS.COD"
1730 PRINT
#5;TIME1;CR$;FIR$R$;LAS$;CR$;NAM$;CR$;TM1;CR$;IMM: CLOSE
#5
1740 RUN "D: MENU": END
1770 REM RIGHT *.
1780 GRAPHICS 1: SETCOLOR 2, 0, 0: POKE 752, 1: POSITION
6, 10: ? #6;"*RIGHT*": ? " ";DAT2$;" ";FIR$
1790 P=20: SOUND 0,121,10,5: GOSUB 193
1800 SOUND 0,10 :,10,5: GOSUB 193: SOUND 0,0,0,0
1810 SOUND 0 ,10,5: GOSUB 193
1820 P=45: OUND 0,72,10,5: GOSUB 193
1830 P=30: SOUND 0,96,10,5: GOSUB
1840 P=15 : SOUND 0,72,10,8: GOSIJB 193
185! :OUND 0,0,0,0
1:60 =CC+1: GRAPHICS 17: RETURN
:90 REM WRONG*
900 IF CO=1 TH4N GOT0.2060
910 IF TM1=0 AND CHR$(U)="F" THEN 2060

1'15 IF CHR$(U)="F" THEN 1980
19 GRAPHICS 1: SETCOLOR 2, 0, 0: POKE 752, 1: POSITION
6, 10: ? #6;"*CLOSE*": ? " ";DAT3$;" ";FIR$
1930 FOR X=1 TO 20: SOUND 0,100,0,15: 'SOUND 1,200,0,0:
SOUND 0,5,0,10
1940 J=PEEK(X): SETCOLOR 2, 0, J+4: SETCOLOR 4, 0, J+4
1950 NEXT X: SOUND 1,0,0,1
1960 FOR X=5 TO 0 STEP -0.05: SOUND 0,5,0, INT(X): NEXT X:
SOUND 1,0,0,0
1965 IF TM1=0 THEN 2060: REM TEMP
1970 IF PEEK(195)=162 THEN CLOSE #3: XIO 33, #3, 0, 0, "D:
?????U.*": CLOSE #3: OPEN #3, 4, 0, "K: "

1980 TRAP 1970: ? #4;T$
1990 IF T$="TF" OR. TS="K" OR T$="M" THEN ? #4;U$;CR$;V$
2000 IF T$="C" THEN ? #4;0$;CR$;V$;CR$;W$;CR$;X$;CRS;Y$
2010 IF T$="M" OR T$="C" THEN
# 4 ;A$;CR$;B$;CR$;C$;CR$;D$;CR$;E$
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2020 IF TWTF" THEN ? #41/01C11$03$
2030 IF V="K" THEN ? #40$;CR$0$;CR$,C$ICR$,D$
2040

#411($;CR$ON1$;CR$ON1$;CR$ON1$1CR$IAN1$1CR$;AN1$1CR$;EXT$
2050 IF TM=1 THEN RETURN
2060 GRAPHICS 17: POSITION 5, 10: ? #6;"*ANSWER"
2070 TRAP 2150: LPRINT "TYPE OF QUESTION = ";T$
2080 IF T$="TF" OR T$="K" OR T$="M" THEN LPRINT U$;V$
2090 IF T$="C" THEN LPRINT U$;V$;W$;X$ ;Y$
2100 IF T$="M" OR T$="C" THEN LPRINT "A. ";A$: LPRINT "B.
";B$: LPRINT "C. ";C$: LPRINT "D. ";D$: LPRINT "E. ";E$
2110 IF T$=_1TF" THEN LPRINT "A. ";A$: LPRINT "B. ";B$
2120 IF T$=ILK" THEN LPRINT "1. ";10: LPRINT "2. "IBS:
LPRINT "3. ";C$: LPRINT "4. ";D$
2130 LPRINT "ANSWER = ";K$;: IF CO=0 THEN LPRINT " YOU
SAID ( ";CHR$(U); "] ";FIR$
2140 LPRINT: LPRINT
2150 GRAPHICS 0: POKE 752, 1: POKE 710,
2160 ? U$
2170 IF V$<>"" THEN ? V$: IF W$<>"" THEN ? W$: IF X$<>""
THEN ? X$: IF Y$<>"" THEN ? Y$
2180 IF T$="M" OR T$="C" THEN 2210
2190,IF T$="TF" THEN 2220
2200"GOSUB 196: GOTO 2230
2210 GOSUB 197: GOTO 2230
2220 GOSUB 201
2230 REM: IF. AN3$<>"" THEN GOSUB 202: INPUT L$: ? CL$
2240 POKE 764, 255
2250 IF U<>70 AND T$<>"TF" THEN ?: ? "WHAT'S YOUR SECOND
GUESS ";FIR$: GET #3, V
2260 ? " * * ";K$;" * * IS CORRECT": ?
2265 IF T$<>"TF" THEN RC=RC+1
2270 IF CHR$(V)=K$ THEN RCC=RCC+1: GOSUB 202: INPUT L$:
RETURN
2290 IF CHR$(U)<>"F" AND CHR$(.V) < >K$ THEN POSITION 2, 21:
? DAT1$;" ";FIR$
2300 REM IF AN2$<>"" THEN ? AN2$: IF AN3$p"" THEN ? AN3$:
IF AN4$<>"" THEN ? AN4$: IF AN5$<>"" THEN ? ANS$
2310 EX=EX+1
2320 ON EX GOTO 2330, 2360, 2390, 2410
2330 T1$=T$: Ul$=U$: V1$=V$: W1$=W$: Xl$=X$: Y1$=Y$
2340 A1$ =A$: Bl$=B$: C1$=C$: D1$=D$: E1$ =E$: Kl$=K$
2350 GOTO 2420
2360 T2$=T$: U2$=U$: V2$=V$: W2$=W$: X2$=X$: Y2$=Y$
2370 A2$=A$: B2$=B$: C2$=C$: D2$=D$: E2$=E$: K2$=K$
2380 GOTO 2420
2390 T3$=T$: U3$=U$: V3$=V$: W3$=W$: X3$=X$: 13$=Y$
2400 A3$=A$: B3$=B$: C3$=C$: D3$=D$: E3$=E$: K3$=K$
2410 EX=1
2420 GOSUB 202: GET #3, V: ? CL$: POKE 752, 1: RETURN
2430 REM REVIEW*
2440 FOR J=1 TO 2
2450 IF J=1 THEN T$=T1$: U$=131$: V$=V1$: W$=Wl$: X$=X1$:
y$=Y1$
2460 IF J=1 THEN A$=Al$: B$=Bl$: C$=Cl$: D$=D1$: E$=E1$:
K$=K1$
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2470 IF J;i2 THEN T$NgT2$: U$03U2$: V$imV2$: W$A1W2$: X$=X2$:
Y$4,,Y2$

2480 IF J=2 THEN A$ A2$: B$1,1112$: C$=C2$: D$0,1132$t E$=E2$t
K$=K2$
2490 POKE 752, 1

2500 GOSUB 206
2510 ? U$: IF V$<>"" THEN ? V$: IF W$<>"" THEN ? W$: IF
X$<>"" THEN ? X$: IF Y$<>"" THEN ? Y$
2520 'IF T$="M" OR T$="C" THEN 2550
2530IF T$="TF" THEN 2560
2540 GOSUB 196: GOTO 2570
2550 GOSUB 197: GOTO '2570
2560 GOSUB 201
2570 POSITION 5, 22: ? " WHICH ANSWER ? ": Gosua
195
2580 GET #3, U: ? CL$
2590 IF CHR$(U) =K$ THEN POSITION 2, 10: ? "YOU GOT THE
REVIEW QUESTION CORRECT ": GOSUB 194
2600 IF CHRS(U)<>K$ THEN POSITION 2, 10: ? "YOU GOT THE
REVIEW QUESTION WRONG'": GOSUB 194: IF J=1 THEN J=0
2610 IF CHEO(U)<>K$ AND J=2 THEN J=1
2620 ? CL$: NEXT J
2630 T1$=T3$: (11$=U3$: V1$=V3$:_ W1$=W3$: X1$=X3$: Y1$=Y3$
2640 A1$=A3$: B1$=B3$: C1$=C3$: D1$=D3$: E1$=E3$: K1$=K3$,
2650 T3$="": U3$="": V3$="": W3$="": X3$="": Y3$=""
2660 A3$="": B3$="": C3$="": D3$="": E3$="": K3$="":
RETURN
2830 CLOSE #1: CLOSE #2: ? CL$: POSITION 4, 10: ? " NEXT
FILE DOES NOT EXIST ": FOR P=1 TO 300: NEXT P: GOTO 1560



Appendix 6

Condemcriptive

Dream Psychological Profile

Moan Variance Range Kurtosis Mimimum
Value

Achievement

07.71 21.81 15.00 -1.07 01.00

Dominance
04.67 19.75 20.00 00.08 -6.00

Endurance
01.58 21.18 19.00 -0.62 -8.00

Order
01.25 17.46 14.00 -1.02 -7.00

Intraception
04.90 18-.15 17.00 -0.78 -3.00

Nurturance
01.03 35.16 25.00 -0.43 -11.00

Affiliation
12.48 43.45 23.00 -1.03 03.00

Heterosexuality
06.45 13.38 15.00 -0.32 -2.00

Exhibition
04.22 15.71 15.00 -0.42 -2.00

Autonomy
AO!.07.87 19.44 17.00 00.02 -3.00

Aggression
03.22 19.58 17.00 -0.47 -4.00

Change
04.61 15.17 17.00 00.35 -2.00

Succorance
02.58 07.58 11.00 -0.54 ---3.00

Abasement
00.25 19.46 17.00 -0.68 -9.00

Deference

Standard Skewness Maximum
Deviation Value

04.67 00.21 16.00

04.44 -0.08 14.00

04.60 -0.10 11.00

04.17 -0.34 07.00

04.26 00.16 14..00_

05.93 00.04 14.00

06.59 00.42 26.00

03.65 -0.46 13.00

03.96 00.23 13.00

41 -0.36 14.00

04.42 00.16 13.00

03.89 00.52 15.00

-02.75 00.03 -08.00

04.41 -0.06 08.00

6 -0.47 07.00
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Appendix 7

Condeseriptive

Solf.9sych010(fical Profile

Mean Varience Range Kurtosis Mimimum
Value

Achievement
10.32 36.42 20.00 -1.39 01.00

Dominance
06.22 27.04 19.00 -0.49 -5.00

Endurance
07.48 35.92 22,00 -0.78 -5.00

Order
06.29 27.48 23.00 00.07 -5.00

Intraception
12.80 29.82 20.00 -0.55 01.00

Nurturance
13.29 37.74 24.00 00.02 -1.00

Afiliation . 14

19.35 69.17 31.00' . -0.52 ,02.00

1

Heterosexuality
08.77 21.24 18.00 -0.49 -1.00

Exhibition
03.00 29.66 26.00 00.79 -11.00

Autonomy
03.12 21.04 21.00 00.04 -7.00

Aggression
-2.77 /3.64 23.00 00.42 -14.00

Change
05.96 15.56 16.00 -0-. 37 .-300

Succorance
00.64 04.97 08.00 -0.77 -'3.00

Abasement -

-0.16 13.47 13.00 -0.64 -7.00

Deference
00.58 31.45 22.00 -0.61 ,-12.00

Standard Skewness Maximum
Deviation Value

06.03

05.20

05.99

05.24

05.46

0,11.14

08.31

04.60

05.44

04,58

04.86

03.94

02.22

03.67

05.60

00.11 21.00

-0.45 14.00

-0.43 17.00

D0.07 18.00

. -0.58 21.00

-0.50 23.00

.-0.36 33.00

-0.21- 11.00

-0.18 15.00

-0.05 14.00

00.11 09.00

-0.19 13.00

-0.04 05.00

0.0.10 06.00

;0.14 10.00
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Api...)ondix

Condadoriptivet

Significant Other Pdychologi* Profile

Min Varionco

Achievement

Range Kurtonid

09.90 29.89 21.00 -0.07

Dominance
05.90 33.02 22.00 -0.70

Endurance
A6.83 42.14 31,00 00.95

Order
06.06 42.79 29.00 00.17

Intraception
10.58 36.25 19.00 -1.31

Nurturance
12.03 50.76 27.00 -0.27

Affiliation
16.09 57.89

lieterosexualfty

10.00 -0.72

08.19 17.29 14o.00 -0.33

Exhibition
03.54 33.98 30.00 02.03

Autonomy A
02.67 21.62 , 26:00 04.79

Aggression
-1.48 30.45 26.00 01.54

Change
04,71 24.54 '20.00 00.04

Succorance
00.03 08.96 '12.00 -0.39

Abasemen
-0.83 14.14 20.00 .02.03

Deference
00.29 24.34 27.00 02.83

\Mimimum
Value

-2.00

-12.00

-9.00

11.00

75.00

01.00

00.00

-14.00.

-14.00

-18.00

-8.00

-5.00

!Atandard Skownedd
UOviation

,

Maximum
Value*

05.46. -0.00 19.00

05.74 -0.15 15.00

06.49 -0.59 19.00

06.54 00.01 20.00

06'02 00.16 20.00

07.12 -0.58 22.00

07.60 00.17 31.00'

04.15 1-00.24 16.00

05.83 -0.74 16.00

0.4:65 -1.3'8 12.00

05.51 :11.85 08.00

04.95 -0.50 12.00

02.99 00.37 07.00

03.76 00.36 10.00.

04.93 00.87 16.00
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